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The DAKOTA INDIAN FAMILY
Community Studies on the Pine Ridge Reservation

VERNON

I.

D. MALAN1

Goals of the Study

The Pine Ridge Indians of South
Dakota provide a unique oppor
tunity for the s ociological s tudy of
families undergoing cultural trans i
tion. 2 The major goal of this bulle
tin is to des cribe the traditional kin
ship3 organization of the Dakota
Indians 4 and to compare it with
contemporary patterns of family
living on the Pine Ridge Res erva
tion. This study of the family in
s elected res ervation communities
s hould reveal: ( 1) any remnants of
the traditional kinship pattern oper
ating at the present time, and ( 2)
the nature of the changes which
have taken place in the family or
ganization during the proces s of
transition.
An attempt will be made to eval
uate s ome of the res ults of the cul
tural change on the economic and
s ocial conditions of the present day
Pine Ridge Indians . Specifically,
changes in family organization have
been as s ociated with other eco
nomic and social conditions which
will be des cribed and explained.
The s econdary goal of this s tudy

then is to offer s uggestions to guide
the direction of future change on
the res ervation. Such s ugges tions
will be des igned to permit the per
fection of thes e changes with a
minimum of pers onal and social dis 
organization.

1

Associate Rural Sociologist, South Da
kota State College Agricultural Experi
ment Station.

2

Cultural transition or cultural change is
a general process embracing all of the
readjustments of a minority ethnic
group such as the Dakota Indians as they
shift from their traditional ways of living
to the practices of the dominant society.
ln this bulletin the term kinship will refer
to the large group of individuals related
by blood or marriage which was recog
nized as constituting 1.he traditional In
dian family. The smaller unit typical of
our society, usually including husband,
wife, and off-spring, will be referred to as
a nuclear family.

3

1

3

Dakota Indians will refer in this study to
ancestors of the Indians now located on
reservations in South Dakota. Most of
the descriptive material in this bulletin
will be taken from accounts of the kin
ship organization of the Western or Teton
Dakotas at the time of their first contacts
with Western Civilization.

11.

Area of Investigation

The Res ervation Community
The origin of the modern reserva
tion community was closely related
to the policy of the federal govern
ment in alloting land to individual
families .
The General Allotment Act, also
called the Dawes Act, of February
8, 1887, provided for permis s ive
legislation to divide the land on
Indian res ervations into individual
allotments for each man, woman,
and child on the tribal rolls . 5 The
res t of the res ervation land was de
clared s urplus to Indian needs and
opened for homes teading. It was an
extremely efficient means of trans 
ferring large acreages from Indian
ownership without cos t to the gov
ernment, s ince the tribes were re
quired to pay the costs of s urveying
and alloting.
Many of the communities on the
Pine Ridge Res ervation came into
being as a result of the government
allotment policy. Since the Dakota
Indians had lived for generations in
tribal groups with s trong kinship
ties , they attempted to retain, as
well as possible, the pattern of clos e
family living practiced in the an
ces tral camp circle. Many of the
families were able to s elect lands
adjacent to the allotments of other
members of their kinship group,
us ually in a location along a creek
bed acceptable to the group lead
ers . In this way a number of rural,
is olated communities were s tarted
at locations which were favorable
primarily because wood and water
were available and traditional as 
pects of cooperative living could be

continued by the kinship group.
Although each family was encour
aged to construct a s mall log cabin
on their allotment, the Indians could
not be prevented from vis iting and
s haring with their clos e neighbors
and relatives in accordance with
their earlier cus toms .
During the allotment period gov
ernment agents were primarily
concerned with extending their
control and forcing the Indians to
accept the culture of wes tern s oci
ety, and they attempted to us e the
allotment of land as a means of ac
complishing thes e purposes . They
made only a s uperficial attempt to
es tablish the Indians on independ
ent, s elf-sufficient farms . As long as
the Pine Ridge families were de
pendent upon government rations
and is s ues , the threat of s tarvation
could be us ed as an effective means
of control. In mos t cases the Indian
families pas s ively accepted their
dependent condition. Since the
"great father" had taken their lands
from them, he would s urely be kind
enough to take care of their ma
terial needs .
The paternalistic efforts of the

4

"In the 1880's the General Allotment Act
was supported by Senator Pendleton of
Ohio, who declared that the Indians
"must either change their mode of life or
they must die." He advocated that the
government "stimulate within them to
the very largest degree, the idea of
home, of family, and of property." It ap
parently never occurred to him or any of
the other debaters to inquire of the In
dians what ideas they had of home, of
family, and of property. Congressional
Record, Vol. II. ( Forty-Sixth Congress,
Third Session, 1881).
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government were accepted by the
reservation residents without much
difficulty. As long as the Indians
were permitted to live in their kin
ship neighborhoods, they were will
ing to accept the cookstoves and
other equipment issued by the
agent, and they even adopted some
of the practices of the non-Indians.
They were frequently discouraged
and confused, and sometimes
amused, by the inconsistent and un
workable policies formulated by
the government to speed their as
similation. These inconveniences
could be endured or ignored as long
as they did not inte1fere with activi
ties of the kinship groups in their
close-knit communities.
There are a large number of these
small rural communities today scat-

5

tered along the wooded streams on
the Pine Ridge Reservation. In
some of the communities, churches
or schools have been established to
serve the local peopl�, but they are
not as important as kinship ties in
holding the community together.
The small, caulked log cabins and
frame shacks are irregularly spaced
along the creek. In some places two
or more cabins are clustered on the
same homestead, while in others a
solitary residence may be situated
several miles from the nearest
neighbor.
The great majority of homes have
one or two rooms and are very
crudely furnished. Many of the
cabins are poorly constructed and
may be difficult to heat during the
winter months. The roofs are usu-

Many of the Indian homes are one-room log cabins.

6
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ally made of rough planks covered
with tarpaper or sod. The main
room is used for all household func
tions, especially eating, sleeping,
and visiting. A stove is likely to
have a central location in the room
and may be used for cooking as
well as heating.
The homestead is likely to have a
shade, one or more mail-order wall
tents, a corral, a root cellar, and an
outhouse located in the vicinity of
the cabin. The shade is used in the
summer in much the same way as
the cabin in the winter, for a vari
ety of household activities. Some
protection from the elements, espe
cially from the hot noon-day sun, is
afforded by the shade which is con
structed with pine boughs placed
on a frame supported by four cor
ner poles. Tents are used for sleep
ing in both summer and winter, and
most f�equently when the cabins
become uncomfortable, overcrowd
ed, or when relatives come visiting.
The corral may contain a few
horses used for riding or working,
although it is often empty since
livestock is customarily permitted
to run on the acreage owned by the
family. Odd pieces of equipment,
bodies and motors from wrecked
cars, and considerable debris are
usually scattered about the home
stead. And quite frequently the
whole place is surrounded by a
fence badly in need of repair.
These homesteads are connected
by trails consisting of two ruts and
a high center. They usually have a
noticeable amount of use from rela
tives visiting back and forth. Most
of the communities are located near

a dirt or gravel road connecting
reservation villages, and the road
may be also used as a school bus
route. The houses are likely to
be located at least 100 yards
from this road, and in some cases
several miles. The nearest paved
highway is U. S. 18, which runs
through the southern edge of the
reservation, and is more than 50
miles from some of the more iso1 a t e d reservation communities.
During the winter months the roads
are treacherous, if not impassable,
and many families depend on horse
drawn wagons during this season
for traveling.
Small rural villages are located at
strategic points throughout the Pine
Ridge_ Reservation. Here are avail
able a limited number of economic
services. The most important is that
afforded by the general store or
trading post which has a virtual
monopoly on the sale of most con
sumer goods-particularly groceries
and other daily household needs.
One or two service stations or ga
rages and a small restaurant are
likely to be the only other business
establishments in the village. A
number of government buildings
and homes are usually situated in
the villages centered around a well
constructed government day school.
One or more churches may be
found among the shacks which are
randomly located in the general vi
cinity of the trading post and
school.
The population on the Pine Ridge
Reservation has tended to increase
in the last 50 years. There was a
steady increase in total reservation
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population from 6,619 in 1900 to
8,370 in 1934. 6 In the latter part of
the 1930's and the early 1940's the
reservation population declined
somewhat because of depression
and war, but since 1946 there has
been a population increase. The
birth rate has remained relatively
high; thus the growth of population
has been largely a result of de
creased infant mortality and in
creased life expectancy. The aver
age family size is a little more than
four members since there are about
1,900 families making up the esti
mated 7,700 population. Sixty per
cent of the population is over 21
years of age. In the marriageable
age group there are approximately
120 females for every 100 males.
The Indians of pure Dakota extrac
tion are estimated at about 40% of
the total population. 7
The Communities Surveyed
The interviewing for this study was
done during the summers of 1956
and 1957. A field worker and an in
terpreter asked a series of previous
ly prepared questions and gathered
as much information as possible on
each family. The three communities
in which intensive interviewing
was carried out are all located in a
contiguous area on the Pine Ridge
Reservation. A map indicating the
location of families from which in
terviews were obtained is present
ed in figure 1. These communities
have been characterized as tradi
tional, transitional, and transposi
tional for reasons which will be
apparent from the following sepa
rate descriptions of each com
munity.8

7

Traditional Community-Of the
three communities this one exhib
ited the greatest resistance to ac
ceptance of non-Indian cultural
values, and was classilied as a tra
ditional community. There were
several indices which seemed to in
dicate a lower rate of accultura
tion among the 28 families in
the community ( table 1) : ( 1) the
educational level was low; ( 2) the
scores on the socioeconomic scale
averaged low; and ( 3) the percent
of adults of pure Indian extraction
was high in comparison with the
•
other two communities.
The adult males had achieved a
slightly higher educational level in
terms of grades completed than the
adult females ( 5.84 years to 5. 12
years). The average for both adults
and children was 4.32 years. The
educational level of the children, of
course, will depend in some degree
on their age. The educational
achievement of children at various
ages is reported in table 2.
Measurement of socioeconomic
status was attempted by the use of
the short form of the Sewell Socio
economic Status Scale for farm
families. 9 On this scale the average
6

Land Planning Committee, Indian Land
Tenure, Economic Status, and Popula
tion Trends, page 67.
7
Warren Cardwell, An Introduction to the
Modern Oglala Sioux, page 11.
8
The method of this study can not be in
cluded in this bulletin, but a mimeo
graphed description is available from the
Rural Sociology Department, South Da
kota State College.
0
William H. Sewell, "A Short Form of the
Farm Family Socioeconomic Status
Scale," Rural Sociology, ( Vol. VIII),
1943, pages 161-170.
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Table 1. Indices of Acculturation
Years of
Education

Traditional Community -------------------------Husband ________________________-----------------------Wife -----------------------------------------------------Transitional Community -----------------------Husband ___________ _________ ---------------------------Wife ----------------------------------------------------Transpositional Community -----------------Husband ------------------------------_____________ ____
Wife ________________ ------------------------------------

4. 32
5. 84
5. 12
5. 64
6. 70
6.68
5. 99
7. 75
7.58

Socioeconomic Pure Indian
Score
Extraction (%)

89. 8
92.0
87.5
64.3
63.0
65.5
53.8
50. 0
57.9

47. 8

51. 5
53. 5

Table 2. Educational Achievement of Children
Age 6-10

Age 0-5

Communities

No.of
PreAvg.
School
Children No. Grade

Traditional _____ ____ _
Transitional __________
Transpositional -----Totals

21
17
13
51

9
23
18
50

1. 8
2. 2
3. 1
2.4

%

Age 11-13

Completed
2nd
Grade

Completed
Avg. 6th
No. Grade Grade

73.2

49

66. 8
69.6
83. 3

family score for the traditional
community was 47. 8, indicating a
level of living much below the aver
age farm family. 10 This was appar
ent from the total lack of electricity,
telephones, running water, and
other conveniences in the home,
and the limited space in the living
quarters.
The percent of adults of pure
Indian extraction ( 92. 0 for males
and 87. 5 for females) seemed to
justify its description as a "full
blood community" by the people in
the area. However, this description
also seemed to connote the attitude
of the residents toward culture
change. It is likely that efforts by
members of the traditional com-

11
26
12

5. 1
6.4
6. 7
6.1

Age Over 16

%

36. 4
69. 2
76. 7
60.8

%

No.

14
30
17
26

Completed
Avg.
8th
Grade Grade

7.6
8. 8
9.6
9.2

64. 3
80.0
94. 1
92.1

munity to retain certain elements of
the ancient Dakota culture are more
a result of community values and
sanctions than any physical or bio
logical characteristic of the people.
Although high degree of Indian
blood and resistance to accultura
tion are frequently observed to
appear concurrently, the excep
tional cases indicate that the rela10

Although no comprehensive comparisons
were undertaken, it appears reasonable
to estimate that the average farm family
in South Dakota would score between 70
and 75 on the short form on the Sewell
Socioeconomic Status Scale. Since this
scale was standardized for non-Indian
families, it may not be very accurate in
distinguishing differences in low-income
Indian communities.

10
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tionship between these two factors
is not direct.
The u se of land for agricultu re i s
an additional consideration i n u n
derstandi ng the traditional com
mu nity. M ost of the land on the
flats along the creek valley i n whi ch
the commu nity i s located i s u sed
for grazing. Occasional attempts are
made to raise small grains and
vegetables i n favorable si tuations.
While 71 .4% of the fami lies owned
s ome grazi ng land, only 32. 1%
owned land suitable for oth er farm
i ng practi ces. Nearly a fourth of the
families owned no land of any kind,
eith er grazing or farming. The
other three-fourths owned some
land, bu t mu ch of i t was leased to
non-Indian cattle operators. M ore
than half of the families ( 57. 1%)
were unable to raise cattle or crops.
The rest were u si ng an average of
abou t 1 05 acres which i s grossly i n
adequate i n th at part of the coun
try. The average land ownership
for each family was abou t 3 50 acres,
bu t nearly 90% of the land was
leased, and only a little over 1 0%
was u sed by the owner. The trend
in the land use is also apparent from

the fact th at in th e last 5 years each
family has lost an average of 165
acres throu gh sale or lease, whi le
the land gained has been negligible
( table 3) .

Transitional Com munity - On
th e th ree measures of acculturation,
the 36 families i n the transi tional
commu ni ty were i ntermedi ate be
tween th e tradi tional and transposi
tional commu niti es ( table 1 ) . The
average grade achieved was 5.64
for both adults and children. It was
6. 70 for adu lt males and 6.68 for
a du lt females. The average fami ly
score on the socioeconomic scale
was 51 . 5, indicating some increase
over the traditional commu nity i n
level of livi ng. The group of pure
Indian extraction consti tu ted 64.3%
of the adults, and the percentages
were 63 . 0 for husbands and 65. 5 for
wives. On the basis of these i ndices
of accu lturation this commu nity
was classified as transitional be
tween the tradi tional culture and
the reservation adaptation to th e
western regional cultu re.
The land u se situation i n the
transitional commu ni ty i s similar to
conditions in the tradi tional com-

Table 3. Land Ownership, Utilization, and Alienation

Communities

Ownership
Percent
of
Average
Acres
Families

Traditional - ------ - -- 78. 0
Transitional -----· ---- 75 . 0
Trans positional --- 86. 4

35 0.8
2 71.0
439. 3

Average of
Communities ---- 79. 8

353.7

*Last 5 years.

Average
Acres
Utilized

105 .0
225 .6
384. 8
23 8.5

Utilization
Average
Acres
Leased

3 05 . 8
1 5 8.2
1 94. 4

Percent

219.5

50.7

42 . 9
5 0. 0
5 9. l

Alienation*
Average Average
Acres
Acres
Lost
Gained

165 . 0
12 0.0
2 80.0

2.1
2 6.9
9.3

188.3

12.8

The Dakota Indian Family
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Some families utilize tents for either temporary or permanent housing.

munity. Although e a c h family
owned less land on the average,
they did utilize the land to a slight
ly greater extent ( table 3) . Three
fourths of the families owned some
g�azing land and one-fourth, some
farming land. Since those who
owned farming land also owned
grazing land, one-fourth of the
families were landless. About one
half of the families were making an
attempt to farm at least a part of
their land. They were utilizing an
average of 225 acres per family.
When the land owned is averaged
for all the residents the result is 271
acres. Less than one-half of the
total acreage is leased to non-Indian
ranchers. Land los es in the last 5
years have averaged 120 acres, and
they have gained a little over 25
acres per family.
Transpositional C o m m u n i t y
-The 22 families living in this com
munity appear to have the highest
rate of acculturation on the indices
reported in table 1. The average
grade achieved was 7.75 for hus
band, 7.58 for wives, and 5.99 for
everyone. Average score on the so
.cioeconomic scale was 53.5, slightly

higher than in the first two com
munities. Fifty percent of the lms
bands and 57.9% of the wives were
of pure Indian extraction. The total
of 53.8% of all adults in the "full
blood" category is lowest of the
three communities. This communi
ty was classified as transpositional
because it appeared to have nearly
completed the change to the west
ern regional culture, although occu
pying a somewhat different position
because of reservation location and
conditions.
Land ownership and use in
creased in the transpositional com
munity as shown in table 3. More
families had some land ( 86.4%). All
of these owned some grazing land,
and about one-third of them owned
some farming land. Only 13.6% of
the families were landless. Nearly
60% of the land owned was worked
by the owner, and a little over 40%
was leased to non-Indian cattle
operators. There were 14 Indian
operators in the community utiliz
ing 385 acres per family. Land
losses by sale or lease in the last 5
yea:rs have amounted to 280 acres
per family, and they have gained

12
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only about 10 acres per family. The
trend toward landles s nes s appears
to be taking place more rapidly here
than in the two other commu nities.
The s e three commu nities de
s cribed a nd clas s ified as traditional,
tra ns itional, a n d transpos itional
provide a pattern of change in
social organiza tion from the kinship
sy s tem toward the contemporary

1 1 1.

family sy s tem. This bu lletin is or
ganized on this conception of
change. The traditional kinship or
ganization is des cribe d in Section
I II. In Section IV, the modern fam
ily organization is described and
compared, and in Section V, the
changes are evaluated, and su gges
tions for fu ture changes are recom
mend ed.

Traditional Kinship O rganization

The kinship sys tem, which played
Childhood-Perhaps the mos t vi
such an important role in th e lives ta l kins hip role in early Dakota
of the Dakota Indians in earlier s ocie ty was the provis ion of affec
times, may be viewed from s everal tion and guidance by parents to
levels of s ocial organization. Since their children. The ideal parents
any s ocial group is made up of in l oved their children, firs t of all, but
dividual human beings, one pos s i l oving parents were s econdly con
ble v iewpoint cons iders the influ cerned with proper home training.
ence of the kinship s ys tem on ea ch They wished to impres s their chil
pers on in the group. Secondly, the dren with the fact that the actions
biological family, consis ting of par of every person reflected on the kin
ents and off- s pring, is a small grou p s hip group. They attempted to pro
which can be viewed as a part of the vide adequately for the material
total kins hip s ys tem. A third view needs of their children, s ince giving
of a larger s ocial grou p is pos s ible food, clothing, and pers onal orna
by s tu dying the kinship patter n in ments to children was an indication
the band. To the Dakota Indians of their care and affection. They
the real family u nit was compos ed tried to treat the child as a person
of clos e relatives held together by of dignity and pride, avoiding phy
a sys tem of extended kinship prac s ical pu nis hment which might en
tices . And finally, the intergrou p s lave or subju gate the child's s pirit.
relationships among bands, sub Ideal parents regarded their chil
tribes, and tribes within the Dakota dren as rational creatures and al
nation provide a fourth view of the lowed them to exercise their powers
workings of traditional kinship or of choice and respons ibility. They
ganization. In this s ection the ma never roughly or u nneces s arily re
terial will be pres ented in the order proved their children, and if ad
su ggested by thes e four viewpoints. monis hment s eemed advis able, it
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was gentle and reasonable in order
not to hurt the child's feelings.
Child training began when the
newborn infant was placed on a
cradle board and lifted to the moth
er's back. Since the infant was con
stantly with its mother as she went
about her work, and she was ready
to provide for any need of the child,
the attachment between mother
and infant was very strong and se
cure. If the mother was tired of
toting her infant about, she would
hang the board from a tree, bush,
or tipi pole, so that the baby could
look at the world from an upright
position rather than from a distort
ed angle lying on its back. The
baby-board was shaped to support
the small form of the infant and
encouraged the baby to grow with
arrow-like straightness.
When the young boy outgrew the
cradle board, he continued to fol
low his mother about as she carried
out her daily tasks. Children were
kept interested and occupied by
the light work and informal train
ing given them. They were espe
cially encouraged to develop their
powers of observation. Education
in useful knowledge and training in
necessary skills was provided the
young children, contributing to
their assurance and ability in self
support.
If a youngster were disobedient
to his mother, she reminded him of
his duty to his family and social
group. A reprimand, which shamed
the child before the kinship groups,
was probably more effective in dis
ciplining the child than any sort of
physical punishment would have

13

been since quite early the child was
taught to endure physical hard
ships without whimpering. To the
strict disciplinarian of contempo
rary non-Indian society, Dakota
children appeared to be excessively
indulged by their parents and rela
tives. The permissive attitudes of
Dakota parents fostered an intoler
ance of restraint in the children.
But as Francis Parkman observed, it
would be hard to find parents who
were fonder of their children. He
described an instance of parental
pride in which a father would seat
himself upon a buffalo robe, «place
his small favorite upright before
him and chant in a low tone some
of the words used as an accompani
ment to the war dance. The little
fellow, who could just manage to
balance himself by stretching out
both arms, would lift his feet and
turn slowly round and round in
time to his father's music." Park
man commented that this father
was delighted with his son's per
formance and looked around to see
if the precocious performance of his
off-spring were being admired by
his guest. 1 1
Love of children was not confined
to biological parents in the tradi
tional Dakota kinship system. Close
relatives, especially grandparents,
aunts, and uncles, often gave as
much attention to the infant as the
actual mother and father. These
secondary parents were likewise re
sponsible for the child's training
and discipline, and they accepted
the child as their own whenever his
11

Francis Parkman, The Oregon Trail,
page 195.

14
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natural parents w ere gone or lost. when successful warriors returned
Grandmothers were especially like from battle and were proclaimed as
ly to assume the mother's role in an champions as they circled the camp
emergency. The following account by the public voice of the village.
by the missionary, Stephen Ri ggs, The names of the victors w ere
is not unusual:
called out i n honor of their exploits.
Younger warriors were i ncited to
Some weeks ago, .an elderly
emulate feats of bravery, to fight
woman with a young babe begged
against great odds rather than leave
me for clothing for the little one. I
a�ked her if it were her child. She
the field without honor, and to gai n
· replied that . it was her grandchild,
glory b y outwitting the enemy b y
that its mothh died last summer,
stealth a s w ell a s i n open combat.
and that she had nursed it ever
The boys, observing this warlike
since. At first she had no milk, but
pageant, early learned the lesson
she continued nursing it, until the
that
the highest status was reserved
1
2
milk Bowed for the little or.phan .
for those who gained martial re
Dakota chi ldren received an nown.
early i nformal education i n all of
Fortitude-Closely related to bra
the things needed to prepare them
for their station in life. In addition very, the second great virtue of Da
to training in skills and crafts, they kota life was the courage to accept
learned a great deal about the ge continued hardships, to suffer pain,
ography, botany, and zoology of and to endure self-inflicted tortures.
the northern plains. T he legends This quality was learned b y the
and history of the Dakota people children at the Sun Dance as they
were transmitted to the younger watched respected warriors strug
generation and principles of correct gle for hours to release themselves
use of the Dakota languages were from thongs tied to strips of skin
likewise emphasized. Proper re on their chests because they had
spect for age and wisdom was not made a vow to participate in this
neglected. Children who were edu ceremonial. It did not require un
cated to exhibit self-control i n ac usual powers of observation for the
tion and i n speech were highly children to infer that those people
with the greatest fortitude also ex
regarded.
The soci alization of Dakota chil hibited the fi nest character.
dren depended in large measure
Generosity - The willingness to
upon their i nternalization of the give away all their possessions to
pri nciple virtues of Dakota life em their kinsmen was a third basic vir
bodied in the moral code. Gordon tue of Dakota life. The "give- aw ay"
M cGregor concluded that the moral ceremony was a dramatic means of
code contained four essenti al vir honoring others and gaining soci al
tues.
prestige. Gifts were always made
Honor- Children were constantly
Stephen R. Riggs, Mary and I: Forty
presented with examples of bravery
Years With the Sioux, page 131.
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in honor of someone, often a child
or a deceased member of the immediate family, as a demonstration
of love or grief. The ·younger members of the group learned that the
giver was acclaimed and respected,
especially by the recipients of the
gifts, according to the degree that
he impoverished himself.
Wisdom-Moral integrity was the
fourth essential virtue of Dakota
life. It was an ideal of behavior re
ceiving the g r e a t e s t emphasis
among the older men in tl1e kinship
groups. Leaders should always be
"wise and composed, and those who
spoke well and showed good insight
and judgment were elected to the
councils. In the family the grand
fathers were respected for their
wisdom and were expected to pass
it on to their grandsons."1 3
The moral code embracing the
virtues of Dakota society was pre
sented to youth through example
rather than the compulsion of their
elders. This was usually the case in
training young people in the correct
kinship practices, although certain
avoidances were verbally expressed
and sanctioned by ridiculing gos
sip. These "taboos" were of a social
nature, and did not relate to the
body and physical habits. They
were first applied to the relation
ship between brother and sister.
After the age of six, boys were told
that they should no longer speak or
play with their sisters. The girls
were advised to stay near their
mothers and participate in activi
ties which would prepare them for
household duties, while the boys
were encouraged to join their older
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brothers in games of hunting, fight
ing, and riding. The adults were
concerned that the young men learn
a maximum of self-confidence and
aggressiveness in their pursuit of
game and the enemy. The counsel
of adults was always given without
strong emotion. The boys were
trained to control their behavior
and to overcome any weakness
which would restrict their effective
ness as a hunter and fighter.
The most important training of
the girls in Dakota society was de
signed to prepare them to function
effectively as a skilled helper and
admiring companion to their war
rior husbands. Since the male was
imbued with such a sweeping invi
tation to be master of the female, it
was logical that the girl's training
should emphasize safeguarding
pre-marital chastity. After marriage
her glory was a reflection of her
husband's deeds. She could only
gain attention when he demon
strated his bravery in battle or was
successful in the chase. At some
ceremonies she could sing of the
bravery of her brothers, and at the
Sun Dance she could mentally share
her brother's tortures.
The kinship practice of extend
ing relationships brought all boys
and girls of the younger generation
into the primary avoidance pattern.
This behavior served as a model for
later adult avoidance patterns, and
it also introduced the values of
helpfulness and generosity to the
young people. The young girl who
was old enough to avoid her
13

Gordon McGregor, Warriors Without
Weapons, pages 106-107.
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brother was learning to use her skill
in sewing and embroidery in order
to make beautiful garments for her
future husband and children. Her
brother, in turn, learned that the
best trophies won or captured
should be brought back as a present
for his sister.
The role of the young girl in Da
kota society emphasized a "self
conscious" attitude of respect for
her brother. She learned to accept
the fact that boys occupied a su
perior position in the household;
that to trouble or embarrass them
would be a serious violation of kin
ship rules. She was constantly
warned that she must develop the
habit of doing small tasks for her
brother that did not involve talking

to him directly, or working at his
side.
As the boys approached manhood
they began to prepare for a more
serious adult role in life. They were
expected to "seek a vision" while
undergoing an ordeal to prove their
fortitude and courage. The youth
ful Dakota male would present gifts
to an older man who would give
him guidance during the ordeal.
The boy was advised to purify him
self in the sweat lodge, and in
structed in the proper ceremonials
and prayers that were to be pre
sented to the spirits during the
vision quest. Going away by him
self, the young man fasted, prayed,
and punished himself until the ex
pected vision finally appeared. Then

The older people like to carry on the traditions of their ancestors.
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he returned to camp singing a song
of victory. Since he could not understand his vision, he returned to
the counselor, who interpreted the
dream, told him what p owers he
had acquired by the visitation,
what dances he must p erform, and
what objects should be p laced in his
m edicine bundle to p rotect him
from harm. Now the young man
was ready to engage in his first war
party. Again p urifying himself in
the sweat bath, he invited several
young warriors to a feast, and asked
that he might be p ermitted to accompany them in a minor cap acity
when they next went out to meet
t he enemy. Now the carefree days
of Dakota childhood were over,
and the young man was inducted
into the hazardous life of the adult
warrior.
There were special roles which
might be given to some Dakota chil
dren because of unusual circum
stances. The p ractice followed by
some p arents of great liberality in
giving away gifts in behalf of their
especially loved child increased the
respect shown the child by the kin
ship group, since they exp ected him
to excel in living up to the highest
standards of conduct. The extreme
exp ression of suc h ascribed p restige
was in the "child-beloved" · who
from birth was privileged in all
things because of the large amount
of property constantly given away
in his name. On the occasion when
great gifts were to be given, the
herald announced the event and the
name of the child receiving the
honor. The recipients of the gifts,
usually older, unfortunate kinsmen,
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recognized the gifts by singing the
p raise of the child. They believed
that everyone benefited by the be
loved child's mere existence, and
therefore, he had sp ecial c laims
upon the loyalty and support of his
tribesmen.
Another ceremony which estab
lished a special role for a child had
the meaning "to sing for someone. "
The name app lied to the c hild with
the leading role in the ceremony
was hunka. Frances Densmore has
recorded the p urport of the cere
mony as described by Looking Elk,
a Teton Dakota:
The gr-eat result of this ceremony
is that the man who performed it
was regarded as a father by the
child for whom he performed it. He
made a solemn vow taking that
child under his protection until one
or the other died. He became like a
brother to the man whose children
he sang over and painted with the
h unka stripes. In all the great cere
monies of the Sioux there is not one
that binds two men together so
strongly as this. 1 4

Learning the required and ac
cepted modes of behavior of the
kinship system was the basic re
sponsibility of children growing up
in Dakota culture. In general they
were expected to learn the neces
sary p atterns for each relative in
their grandparents', p arents', and
siblings' generations. The system
was not as c omplicated as it might
app ear because once the children
learned to recognize the p roper be
havior for these three generations,
14
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the basic patterns could be modified for different relatives i n e ach
category. At � ny rate the correct
kinship terminology and behavior
were such fundame ntal eleme nts of
the Dakota culture that from their
earliest experiences in life children
were constantly urged to learn
the m to the best of their ability.

Courtship a nd Marriage - The
young warrior who returned from
his first successful war party was
ready to embark upon a new adult
role in life. In this new role he need
no longer be bashful and reticent i n
the presence of young women. It
was with pardonable pride that he
groomed himself, put on his finest
clothes, and stru tted about the vil
lage beari ng himself with airs of
gallantry toward the females. � t was
thus publicly recogni zed that he
was ready to begi n a period of
courtship.
The role of the Dakota maiden
duri ng courtship was characterized
by recognition of virtue and i nsist
ence upon i rreproachable chastity.
Those young wome n of marriage
able age who de monstrate d such
purity were honored by feasts and
ceremonials where their prestige
was e nhanced by the property given
away i n their honor. It was i ncum
be nt upon the men to expose any
one who falsely claimed these hon
ors. A girl who was honored by the
Virgi n Fire feast before marriage,
might qualify for conti nued recog
ni tion through an honorable mar
riage. This feast could be given by
the woman herself, and this was re
garded as all the more honorable,
or i t might be given by the father of

an unmarrie d girl who had repulsed
all suitors and while honoring her,
her father was also suggesting that
it was time she faced her duty to
marry.1 5
The courting process was consid
ered legitimate only i f carried on in
public, and any hidden meeting of
a young man and woman was re
garded as unquestionably indecent.
H owever, since the men played
the aggressive role i n courting as i n
fighting and hunting, the desirabil
i ty of virginity i n girls at marriage
had to be defended and protecte d
by the young lady and her close
female relatives who served as her
chaperons. If a young girl went
away from the camp for any pur
pose, she must always have a chap
eron , or her vi rtue could no longer
be maintained. If the girl went to
fe tch water wi th a chaperon, for
example, it was still possible for a
young warrior to i dly station him
self i n a conve nie nt place i n the
hope that he might be able to de
tai n the girl of his choice for a
little gay chatter or a confidential
talk. This simple act was sufficient
to warn the mai de n that the young
man desired to court her. She could
ignore his attentions and indicate
by her manner that she was not
interested i n him. In fact this was
considered appropriate behavior at
first eve n if the young man were
acceptable to her. The persistence
of the young man's suit was likely
to depend on ci rcumstantial evi
de nce of her interest in him rather

rnJeannette Mirshy, "The Dakota" in Co
operation and Competition Among Prim
itive Peoples edited by Margaret Mead,
pages 4 10-4 1 1 .
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than any open avowal of affection.
As the courtship process progressed the resistance of the female
was subjected to the test of male
persistence. If the young girl were
a highly virtuous and a desirable
.
marriage partner, several young
braves might sit outside her tipi for
many hours in the evening in the
hope that she would come out to
talk to them. Instead they might
only receive courtesy food from the
girl's mother, and never have an opportunity to plead their cause with
the lady of their choice. It was possible that she required further evidence of their achievements and
bravery. The warriors might advance their suit by again going on
the warpath, bringing home horses
and war honors, and thus enhanc
ing their prestige in the whole
camp.
The later phases of the courtship
are well described in the following
account of a young man who has
returned with honor from the war
path :

J
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H eavy with his new importance ,
Kills Many Enemie s prou d ly ac
cepted the admiration o f the pe ople .
And when the mai den R ed Elk
passed · by, as she d id v ery o ften
n ow, he r face n ewly painted and
her fre shly brai ded hai r shining
with bear's oil, he gaz ed th rough
h er as if she matte re d not in the
l e ast to him. But h e was y oung and
full o f life, an d Red Elk was be auti
ful. S o , when she ha d b een suffi
ci ently humbled by his ind iffer ence,
he began to visit the girl's hom e
with the excuse o f talking to he r
b rother. On these visits R ed Elk
spo ke no wo r d but bustled abo ut,

working ev e ry minute of his stay
so that
�o w capable
��. �.i�?,t : , f,�{
s�e "':'�s1. and ,11.i:>}V good 1t would fo r
him 1f thfy shoul d share a tipi. At
an hour when it was li.k e ly she
wo ul d be at the riv er drawing
wa�er, he w oul d stroll past as if by
accident, and after a time the ev ening came when, wrapped in his
co urting blanke t, he me t her and
pulle d it cl ose about the m both.
Then it was h e tol d her that he
woul d give her brother two horses,
that he c oul d provi de plenty of buffalo tongues fo r he r, and .that she
was a good woman who woul d
work we ll and bear stur dy sons.
And it was agreed that after he had
fulfille d his v ow an d given the Sun
Dance she wo ul d c ome to him. 1 6
1

There were undoubtedly many
variations in the course of the suc
cessfuf courtship , and , of course ,
there was always the possibility of
a violation of the rules or an acci
dent or loss which might complete
ly disrupt the usual series of events.
An example of such an unforseen
event is found in a story frequently
told :;.i.mong the Teton Dakotas. One
version of this story is as follows :
A yo 1Jng w oman ha d promis ed to
marry a man, but he wished to
"mak e a name fo r himse lf" before
ma rr iage took place . He had been
on the warpath, but he wished to
go again that he might d istinguish
himse lf by val o r. When the war
par ty returned they sai d he had
been killed by the Crows. Some time
afte rward in the c ourse of t r ibal
wande rings a camp was made at
the place where , accor d ing to the
re p o rt o f the war party, th e young
Edwin R. Embree, Indians of the Amer
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man had been killed. Dressing her
self in her best attire, the maiden
went to the edge of the cliff, and
� fter singing . . . (a) song and giv
mg the shrill "woman's tremolo,"
jumped into the river below. 1 7

Assuming that the courtship of
the young warrior were successful,
and the couple became e ngage d, i t
was then necessary to make plans
for the wedding with the approval
and consultation o f the kinship
groups i nvolved. The young man
called his relatives together for a
feast and announced his i ntentions
to be married. I f they approved his
selection, they brought the best
presents they had to him, and these
gifts were placed before the lodge
o f his future bride. The relatives of
the girl were then called to the
lodge where foo d was spread be 
fore them, and they learned the
particulars of the proposed mar
riage. They discussed the character
and quali fication of the expectant
husband, and reached an agree
ment for or against the marriage. If
the decision were favorable the n
by sendi ng gifts and visiti�g the
tipi o f the man's family they i ndi
cated their willi ngness to proceed
wi th the marriage ceremony. Dis
appro val of the e ngagement was i n
dicated by the girl's relatives i f they
rejected o r returned the gifts placed
before her lodge. In this case the
unhappi ness o f the young man
might cause him to wantonly de 
stroy the gifts i n order to i ndicate
his mortificatio n.
The actual marriage . might be
consummated i n several ways. I n
some i nstances a special ceremonial

publicly recognizing the nuptials
was held. In o thers the ceremonies
were limited to the kinship groups
o f the bride and bridegroom. Agai n
the bri de was purchased. The act of
accepting the payment o f a speci
fied number of horses made the tak
i ng of the girl to her new ho me a
recognized marriage. The married
couple might sit side by side i n the
s hade of a buffalo robe for half a
day, i n order that e veryone i n camp
could observe that the marriage
was official.
Elopement was an alternative
for those young people who could
no t obtai n the consent of their rela
tives. Through the help o f a friend
t he man might e ntice the girl away
fro m the camp i n o rder to run off
wi th her, or he could resort to the
magic o f the lover's fl ute to lure his
idol to steal away with him for a
clandestine m e e t i n g. Although
these elopements were frowned
upon and occasionally annulled,
usually the kinshi p groups recog
nized the married status of the
young people.
Wife steali ng was no t unknown
among the Dako ta Indians, but the
culprit had to co mpensate the i n
j ured husband with adequate gifts
in o rder to avoid the vengeance of
the rightful spouse. An offende d
husband who trie d to coerce his
wife to return to him against her
will was disgraced before his peo
ple and might even be drive n from
the camp. I f the wife o f a highly re
spected man were stolen, however.
he was acclai med by the whol�
community i f he dispose d o f her by
17
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running her out of the camp. An
excellent description of the atti
tudes and feelings of th e Dakotas
concerning th e theft of a wife from
her h usband by the great Chief
Crazy Horse is presented in his bi
ography written by M ari Sandoz. 1 8
Newly married couples preferred
at first to l ive with the husband's
parents. However, since the avoid
ance taboo between the wife and h is
fath er was very strict, it was soon
m ore convenient for the newlyweds
to set u p h ousekeeping in their own
tipi near th e husband's parents in
the camp circle. In rare cases the
cou ple might l iv e with th e wife's
parents, bu t again the avoidance
necessary between the husband and
h is mother-in-law made this ar
rangement even less satisfactory.
Living with parents h ad the addi
tional disadvantage of proh ibiting
th e wife from demonstrating h er
h ome-making talents u pon which
her ul timate prestige was based.
· The Kinship Group-Coopera
tive l iving requires an elaborate
system of rules and regulations gov
erning the social behavior in order
to keep friction and strife at a mini
mum. The Dakota Indians found
their solution to the problem of
communal living in a complicated
kinship system. The kinship group
or tiyospaye, as it was called in the
Dakota langu age, h as been appro
priately characterized as "a scheme
of life that worked. " It worked be
cause it was an all-inclusive system
providing rewards and obl igations
for every member of the group.
Observance of kinsh ip rules and
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being a good relative to other grou p
members was the ultimate goal of
Dakota life. The kinship system
provided a much needed, but pleas
ant discipline for group l iv ing.
There were occasional viol ations of
the rules, but the sanctions support
ing the kinsh ip demands were
strong enou gh to keep serious viola
tions minimal and offenders were
considered socially irresponsi ble. 1 9

The Dakota culture was inti
matel y bou nd together with the
kinship system in a close-knit coop
erative society. In this society th e
tiyospaye was an intermediate u nit
between the individual and the
larger u nits of social organization.
Kinship group membership was
ascribed on the basis of biological
relationships establis_hed through
ancestry. M embership implied that
the individual woul d abide by
established practices and maintain
a specifi c attitude toward other
members of h is group. The group
was expected to prov ide its mem
bers with a primary focus for their
interests and loyalties. It was the
duty of the members to cooperate
with and assist each other and to
place group interests above their
own. They were closely and contin
uously in friendly interaction. Just
as members of a family were bou nd
together by ties of affection as well
as common interest, quarrels be
tween kinship group members were
considered m o r e reprehensible
18
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than quarrels between members
and outsiders. 20
The tiyospaye was essential to
the continuation of tribal life in Da
kota culture. It was symbolized in
the camp circle where each nuclear
family unit had its established place
side by side with their close rela
tives. The kinship group formed a
complete circle which simply ex
panded to fit a new family in its
proper place or contracted when a
family visited relatives or sojourned
for some time in another Dakota
camp circle.
The pattern of kinship in Teton
Dakota society can be described as
an extended family emphasizing
generation, sex, and relationship as
the determining factors in the re
spect and familiarity shown by one
member of the system to another.
The smallest unit in the kinship
group was the nuclear family rarely
including more than a married cou
ple and their off-spring. This basic
unit can be diagrammed as follows:
6 - MALE

0 - FEMALE

=-

MARRIAGE BOND

HUSBAND-FATHER- � -WIFE-MOTHER
MALE CHILD --+6

6

t--FEMALE CHILD

In the nuclear family monoga
mous marriage was highly virtuous,
although polygyny was occasion
ally practiced by men who were
able to support more than one wife.
If a second wife were taken, she
was often a sister of the first. Or if
a man's brother were killed, he felt
an obligation to marry his widowed
sister-in-law. He was obligated to

marry the wife of his deceased kola,
or brother of ceremonial adoption.
It was a commonly accepted
pratice that a man should not marry
anyone in his own kinship group.
Exogamous marriage was required
to the extent that no man could
marry a woman having a common
grandparent. However, the mar
riage relationship in the nuclear
family was of secondary importance
to the consanguine or kinship group
attachment which could not be dis
solved by divorce. Irrespective of
where a man lived, he continued
throughout life a primary relation
ship with parents, grandparents,
uncles and aunts, brothers, sisters,
and cousins composing his kinship
group, and his wife in the same way
was devoted to her close relatives.
If the nuclear family were broken
by divorce, the wife returned to her
kinship group and the husband to
his. Children of the divorced couple
could usually decide where they
wished to live, but it was more com
mon for girls to go with their moth
ers and boys with their fathers.
· Custody of the children might be
resolved by the fact that the role of
grandparents in rearing children
permitted them to assume great re
sponsibility for their support, and
the children stayed with grandpar
ents who had previously cared for
them.
Residence customarily d e t e r
mined the specific kinship group
claimed by a new child, but it was
possible, because of the vague resi
dence requirements, for boys in the
20
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family to claim their father's and
girls their mother's kins hip groups.
Thi s determination was i nvolved in
the correct designation of relatives
i n the extended family, and influ
enced the term of addres s and con
ventional behavior since it made a
difference whether a youth called a
man father or uncle.
Perhaps the system can best be
viewed diagrammatically. The nu
clear family previously s ymbolized
may add the grandparents' genera
tion in li neal des cent as i s s hown i n
the followi ng diagram:

4A

'-c

i ��
�
=
. ===�
=

Q

9

� G"'°"""' ' ornmnoN
+- PARENT'S

G

... CHILDREN'S

ENER A TION
GE

NER ATION

Then if we expand the parents'
generation collaterally the diagram'
becomes more complicated:

ers or cousins and female members
sisters or cousi ns . The above dia
gram can be expanded to demon
strate thi s :
G

COUSINS

BROTHER SISTER

RANDPARENTS

6=()f
f�i
6 6 M TI
BROTHER SISTER

The s ame clas sification is made
for affinal as for cons anguine rela
tives with the addition of the in-law
terminology. The four important
factors in the ki nship system deter
mi ni ng degrees of familiarity and
res pect were generation, s ex, mar
riage, and li ne of des cent. This
might be symbolized:

__G
___
_
EN
_
E
_
ON
RA
_
T l...;..
) G R A NDP A R E N T
CHILD.,_
(

E
X -----.
) FEMALE
M A LE1t-(----;
s ,tM A R lAGE
)
(
j
BLOOD REL A TIVE
IN - L AW
CLOSE RELATIV E (
F AMILI A RITY (

I n addition to their own parents
the children considered their fath
er's brother and mother's sister as
father and mother. Their father's
sister and mother's brother are aunt
and uncle. Thes e kins hi p categories
were likewi s e extended to all other
relatives i n t he kins hi p group, s o
that all male members of the par
ent's generation were either called
father or uncle, and female mem
bers were called mother or aunt.
I n his own generation each indi
vidual extended his relations s o
that all male members were broth-
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LINE OF DESCENT

)DIST A NT R E LA TIV'E

) RESP ECT

Brothers of lineal descent, for ex
ample, would practice great famili
arity si nce they are of the s ame
generation, s ex, and family. At the
other extreme, greatest res pect
would be given by a man to a fe
m ale in-law of the grandparents'
generation who was not in the di
rect line of des cent. 2 1
Varying degrees of familiarity
and res pect among relatives be
came s o well establi s hed in the Da
kota kinship s ystem t hat they can
be clas sified. The four principle
patterns were: ( 1) friendly and i n2lRoyal B. Hassrik, "Teton Dakota Kinship System," American Anthropologist,
Vol. 46, 1944, pages 344-5.

COUSINS
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timate; ( 2) tenderness and affec
tion; ( 3) reserve and respect; and
( 4) avoidance. Each of these modes
of treatment involved specific atti
tudes and correct conventional be
havior which should be described
in greater detail.

Friendly and Intimate- A man in
Dakota society was expected to
maintain in association with his sis
ter-in-law an attitude of easy-going
friendship that usually involved
teasing and joking. B rothers and
cousins were often times leagued
together in the almost universal
j oking carried on with one another's
wives and sisters-in-law. In much
the same way this friendly and inti
mate relationship was established
between a woman and her broth
ers-in-law. In case of the death of a
spouse of a sister- in-law or brother
in-law they became possible mar
riage partners of those who are in
this friendly and intimate relation
ship with them. This pattern was
even more intensified between hus
band and wife because of the
deeper emotional bond related to
consummation of sexual life. The
role of the husband as head of the
family perhaps mitigated the reci
p rocal joking with his wife to some
degree, and some cases were com
plicated by polygamy. Thus to
make the generalization that all
married couples engaged equally in
this pattern of friendly joking is
probably unwarranted. Although
men usually regarded their wives
with stoical indifference in public,
they were likely to indicate affec
tion for them in subtle ways, so that
the relationship between spouses

might exhibit elements of friendly
intimacy and tender affection. The
wife indicated her affection for her
husband by making a good home
for him, waiting on him, and doing
the work around the camp in ap
preciation for his efforts in provid
ing subsistence and protection for
h er.

Tenderness and Affection-The
greatest love and devotion was
shown in the attitude of brother to
brother and sister to sister, and
somewhat less intensely the same
attitudes prevailed among cousins
of the same sex. It was not uncom
mon for a man who had lost his
brothers or cousins in warfare to
say «I am related to nobody," even
though he still had many fathers,
mothers, uncles, aunts, and even
sons and daughters. This attitude
resulted from the fact that more de
pendence in times of difficulty
could be placed upon a brother
than upon any other relative.
Sisters practiced the same frank
and loyal devotion toward each
other. They must always present a
united front to outsiders, permit
ting no criticism and speaking loud
ly in their praise of each other. This
sister group combined to counter
act the males who were leagued
together against them in the joking
relationship. Since a woman might
be given to her brother-in-law in
marriage, she had to be so devoted
to her sister that they could live to
gether in harmony under all cir
cumstances.
The attitude of an individual
toward his parents was one of ten
derness and affection shading into
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reserve and respect. Love and re female cousins, and father-in-law.
spect for parents was required, and The same was true for a woman i n
the parents returned love and cher regard t o her brothers, male cous
ished their children. The grand i ns, and mother-in-law. The pattern
child had a similar relationship of separate activities for brothers
with his grandparents i nvolving and sisters when they were chil
even greater gentleness, frankness, dren, previously mentioned, was
and respect. The aged grandpar carried over i nto adult life. A
.ents often played an i mportant role woman showed respect for her
in child-rearing, exercisi ng a kindly brother by applauding his bravery
and i ndulgent dominance over their and making gifts to please him, but
grandchildren that outweighed pa she would never talk directly to
rental i nfluence.
hi m or sit near hi m.
An excellent illustration of the re
M arried couples could show
their affection for thei r parents by s pect and avoidance relationshi p i s
taking the responsibility for their contai ned i n this description of the
care i n their later years. Although associati on of a bri de with her
there were always some problems m other-in-law.
of avoidance, the aged parents
The parents-in-law like to receive
food at the hands of their daughter
were usually taken i nto their chil
in-law and brag endlessly about it;
dren's households. If the avoidance
in the same spirit they will "show
taboo could not be i gnored, a grand
ofl'' the moccasins or dress made by
mother might establish a home near
her for them. This admiring, help
the tipi of her daughter where she
ful attitude must be adhered to even
could be assisted with food and
if the women are not well suited to
care and at the same time enjoy her
each other. For such women to
daughter's company and help wi th
quarrel or fight, to merit the label
the children.
"She who fights with her mother
Reserve and Respect-The ac
cepted mode of behavior toward
aunts and uncles, and nephews and
nieces was dominated by an atti
tude of constraint and deference.
The degree of reserve depended i n
l arge measure upon the distance of
the relatives and the sex. A nephew
would exhi bit greater reserve i n the
presence of an aunt who was dis
tantly related than to an uncle who
was a brother of his mother.
Partial avoidance of relatives
was usually related to the attitudes
of reserve and respect. I t was re
quired of a man for his sisters,

in-law" is a complete admission of
loss of self-respect, of prestige. And
conversely, should such women
during the passage of years grow
close together, they may not show
this warm personal feeling by laps
ing into an easy informality. A
woman may not discuss with her
mother-in-law anything that per
tains to sex, she may not express her
ideas, her philosophy of life-that
is reserved for sisters and cousins.
Across the affinal line no personal
note may pass.22

This same attitude of respectful
cooperation was apparent between
22

Minsky, op. it., pages 401-402.
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the husband and his father-in-law,
although in time the avoidance
practice was modified toward great
er opportunity for reserved associa
tion.

ferences or more distant genera
tions. It was this fact that gave a
kinship group a sense of unity with
others related through marriage.
Greater respect was expected from
children for their grandparents
than their parents, and for a grand
parent of the opposite rather than
their own sex, but if the person
were an in-law of t he older genera
tion he received the greatest pos
sible respect.

Complete Avoidance-The ideal
istic expression of respect and love
was found in the complete avoid
ance between a man and his moth
er-in-law, and a woman and her
father-in-law. It was in these asso
ciations that avoidance reached its
It is evident that there were many
highest point. They were forbidden
variations
in these four primary
to talk directly to one another, to
stay in the same tipi, even to lo ok types of association. The degrees of
directly at each other. A woman affection, respect, and avoidance
would not listen to any gossip were slightly different for each kind
which might in the slightest way of relationship. If two senior rela
detract from the extreme respect tives had the same relationship to a
she had for her father-in-law. She child, he reacted toward them as
might cook or make gifts for him, they acted to each other, but with
but using a child as an intermediary greater respect in deference to their
would say, "Give this food ( or gift) generation. When there were no
generational differences, sex differ
to your grandfather."
The father-in-law always defend ence increased respect. Thus a man
ed his son's wife in quarrels with openly expressed the greatest affec
members of his family, even if she tion for his brothers, and while the
were wrong. He gave gifts to her affection for his sisters was great,
through the son, s a y i n g, "M y it was expressed with reserve and
daughter-in-law may like t his." If respect.
Success in all affairs of the tiyo
his son's wife died, he would mourn
for her, but would not look directly spaye ·was thought to depend upon
at the corpse. Rather he would look the attitude of cooperation that was
off in the distance as he spoke of his embodied in the kinship patterns.
respect for his daughter-in-law who To the Dakota Indians it appeared
h ad fed and clothed and cared for that those bands which complied
him. It was a boast among many old with the regulations were most for
m en that they could not tell what tunate in cooperative living. The
their daughters-in-law looked like, individual was honored for the
since they had never looked directly prestige that he gave to his kinship
group, and one way he could gain
at them.
Intensification of the respect rela respect from other bands was by
tionship was greater as a result of proper kinship behavior. Noncon
marriage than as a result of sex dif- formity was subject to severe criti-
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cis m, ridicule, and g o s s i p, and
might eventually caus e the s hamed
p ers on to be driven from the camp.
The mos t s evere punis hment a man
could receive was exile from the
vital kinship group without which
his exis tence was perilous .
The mos t s ought after role for the
young man in Dakota s ociety was
characterized by willingness to ris k
everything for the welfare and
honor of the kins hip group. A s ys 
tem o f decorations was us ed t o s ym
boli ze s pecial exploits i n defens e of
the group. I n battle, for e xample, i f
a warrior received a s evere wound
wi thout s howing pain, he was ex
hibiting the kind of brave s pirit that
would make i t possible for him to
meet death fighting for his people
and thus gain the highes t glory.

As a man grew older, and his
ability to do battle with the enemy
declined, the mos t honored role
which he could attain was a leader
in the council. Jus t as he won deco
rations as a defender of his people
i n youth, as an elder s tatesman he
could achieve respect and honor by
wis ely advising the kinship group
i n their hunti ng and fighting activi
ties .
The mos t honored role available
to other band members was bas e d
o n their concept o f generosity.
Women who brought food to the
council tipi or gave gifts to the re
turning warrior were fulfilling this
highly recognized role. Providing
food for older people who might be
needy and helpless was als o valued.
Children were taught to s hare i n
this generosity b y being i ns tructed
to take gifts to i ndigent persons . I t
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was consi dered a courteous act for
a c hi ld to bring an older pers on
home where he would receive food
prepared by the chi ld's mother.
Giving generously of one's mos t
c heris hed poss essions while singing
s ongs of prais e and j oy made the
giver brave and s trong i n the hearts
of other members of the group.

I n addition to thes e honored roles
there were a number of s pecial roles
that might be practiced i n Dakota
s ociety. A typical s pecial role was
that of adoption. Small children of
an enemy tribe whose parents had
been killed i n battle might be
adopted by a Dakota woman who
had los t a child i n i nfancy. An
adopted child ass umed full rights
and responsibi li ti es and was rais e d
i n exactly the s ame manner as the
mother treated any of her other chil
dren. Even more exceptional was
the adoption of a murderer to take
the place of the pers on he killed.
The relatives of the murdered man
might agree to win the culprit's
loyalty through kinship rather than
to punis h him. This was actually
done by adopti ng him i n the place
of his victim.
There were s e veral other typical
examples of s pecial roles that
s hould be menti oned. One was the
man who played the part of a wom
an becaus e he was unable or disin
clined to engage i n the s trenuous
life of th e warrior. H e took the dress
of women, and did women's work
s uc h as s ewing and embroideri ng
in which he might develop great
s ki ll. H e was thought to have re
cei ve d this role i n his vision ques t,
and thus was not a s ubject of ridi-
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cule or dis dain. Another was the
role of the fop "whos e s ole purpos e
was to win women counts rather
than war c ou nts ." He was thought to
have had an "elk vis ion" and thu s
acqu ired great power over women
throu gh the u s e of his "el k love
medic ine." He was l ikel y to s pend
much time in bru shing his hair,
grooming hims elf, and elaborately
dres s ing, decorating, and perfu m
ing himself in order to improve his
chances in his game of c onqu ering
women. A third role was the clown
who had a "frog or night hawk vi
s ion" and therefore the recipient
acted like a fool the res t of his life
for the amu s ement of the band. 23
As long as members of Dakota s o
ciety knew and played their roles
well, this was trul y "a scheme of li fe
that worked." Harmonious life was
pos s ible becau s e the rights of oth
ers were shown a nice regard in
the kinship s ys tem. It was en
hanced by the s pirit of generosity
which made it pos sible for every
one to find c omradeship and su s te
nance from birth to death withou t
depending on fals e c harity. The
feeling of s ecurity and attachment
engendered in the kinship group
was well expres s ed in the Dakota
p roverb, "A man with many chil
dren has many homes."24

Larger Units of Social Organiza
tion-The kins hip grou p was u nited
by the ties of friendship, affection,
res pect, and loyalty previou sly de
scribed and was the bas ic u nit of
s ocial organization among the Da
k ota Indians . Members of a kinship
group camped, lived, and worked
together throu ghou t the year, and

were often referred to as a band or
camp circle. The group might at
certain times camp with other
bands, es pecially thos e with which
they had friendly and cooperative
i nterband rel ati ons b e c a u s e of
strong ties of intermarriage. Since
a man mu s t marry ou tside hi s own
group, his children always had
loved and re s pected relatives in at
leas t two bands .
The bands, whic h usuall y hunted
independently during much of the
year, came together in the s pring
with other related b a n d s and
formed a tribe, putting u p their
l odges at a central location, each
band occupying its appointed place
in the great camp circle. From each
of the bands leaders were s elected
to participate in the tribal c ou ns el
which took charge of the camp. The
chiefs s elected for the cou ns el were
h onored for their war record and
their generos ity, and were al s o like
ly to b e the patrilineal heads of his
k inship grou ps .
The band was als o the typical
fighting u nit among the Dakota In
dians, unles s the prestige of a war
leader made it pos s ible for two or
three bands to u nite in a grand war
party. Each leader acted independ
ently and in the manner of an au 
tonomou s ruler. 0 n 1 y on rare
occas ions was it pos s ible for a whol e
tribe to be engaged in warfare at
the s ame time and place.
Several tribes were likely to feel
a bond of friends hip based on the
s ame language, u s ages, and super2:iEmbree, op. cit., pages 138-140.
24

Luther Standing Bear, Land of the
Spotted Eagle, page 163.
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stitions. They had no central gov
ernment and were never really
u ni ted even i n wars. These were the
major divisions of the great D akota
nation which ranged over a vast ter
ri tory on the northern plains from

IV.

the Mississippi River to the Rocky
Mountains. The D akota nation was
a vague designation for many dif
ferent people with a· language and
culture whi ch had some similarities.

Contemporary Family Organization

There have been great changes
in the family of the D akota Indians
since the days when they moved
freely on the plains in their search
for th e buffalo herds. Some of these
changes can be revealed by com
pari ng the traditional kinship or
ganization described in the previous
section wi th the contemporary Pine
Ri dge family whi ch will be de
scri bed here. This description will
follow the same pattern outlined at
the beginni ng of Part III. First, the
development of the i ndividual from
dependent i n f a n t to socialized
adult roles will be presented. Then
the small family group, or nuclear
family, will be analyzed. The third
section will be devoted to discus
sion of the remnants of kinship
which are observable i n modern
Pine Ridge commu ni ties.
Th e I nd ividual-The new born
child i n th e Pine Ridge family has
conti nu ed to receive attention and
security from his parents. Family
members and relatives are happy to
provide for the infant's basic needs,
and the li ttle one is soon comfort
able i n the close-kni t family circle.
As the you ngster grows he learns
that those people around him will
not reject him or deny his reason
able demands. He discovers that
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relati ves, particularly grandparents,
are delighted by his visits, and that
they willi ngly and indu lgently care
for hi m wh en his parents are away
working or visiting.
The pre-school child is regarded
as an i ndividual whose dignity must
not be suppressed by physical pun
ishment. T h e re f o r e, violations
whi ch merit attention are su bject to
repri mands, and if coaxing i s i nef
fective, ridicule and shaming will
usu ally discourage u nappreciated
behavior. Punishments are u su ally
moderated by prai se for proper be
havior, thus providi ng the child
with pride i n his efforts to please
others.
If there is any great difference in
the childhood trai ni ng of boys and
girls, i t is apparent in the tendency
of boys to learn more aggressive
ways than girls. Male aggressive
ness must not, however, be based
on hosi tili ty whi ch might cause
embarrassment or discomfort to
others. Instead, the young boy must
learn socialized patterns of assert
i ng his own i deas i n thinking and
acting. This character trait has a
much weaker development i n the
female child, and hostile aggression
expressed by the girl causes her
great shame in the eyes of her social
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group. He r s tronge r attachment to
home and family offers he r prote ction from the hos tility of othe rs and
e ncourages he r to le arn domes tic
skills at an e arly age .
I n e arly childhood, s ocialization
res ults from ass ociation and traini ng provide d by olde r ge nerations
of family and re latives who te nd to
e ithe r look back to the pas t glory
of the Dakota nation or pass iv e ly
acce pt their rese rvation condi tions
with more or le ss apathy. I n kee pi ng with this sociali zation the child
discove rs that the e ducational s ystern on the re se rvation, dominate d
by non-I ndian values of change and
progress , offe rs little more than s uperficial pride i n te mporary � ccomplishme nts . I t l acks me anmg
be cause it has no place i n the childre n's e arly impre ss ions or i n thei r
play activi ti e s. The opportunity for
vocational training has litttle appe al
to children who have probably
neve r he ard it extolle d as a virtue
i n their home .
The increased knowledge and
contacts that the children have from
attending school make them more
aware of diffe rences be twee n rese rvation and non-reservation re side nts. They are likely to he ar their
pare nts comme nt on the se differences , and they may be vague ly
aware of the fact that discrimi natioi:l is practiced i n s ome places
agai nst them. The security of fami ly and communi ty is even more
e sse ntial to the Pine Ridge childre n
when the world be yond the reserva
tion se ems hos ti le toward the m.
Inse curity in an u nknown e nviron
me nt may be transmi tted to chil-

dre n by unconsci ous acts on the
part of thei r pare nts , as, for e xam
ple , whe n a mother hides he r child
be hind he r skirts whe n in the pres 
e nce of non-Indians .
There is like wise much evide nce
that in s chool the childre n appe ar
to be model pupils , and ye t have not
acce pte d the s upe rvi s ion of � he
te ache r. The bas ic i nse curity of Pme
Ridge childre n makes i t poss ible for
the m to pas sively s ubmit to or defy
authority i n the clas sroom without
creating any problem with a "bad
cons cie nce . " Rathe r than caus i ng
se lf-blame , the proble m is s olve d by
re tre ating into the mse lves . I f the y
should decide to es cape from the
situation by running away, the y
are like ly to be re ceived by sympa
the tic re latives. Parents re act i ndi f
ferently and une motionally to any
i nquiry i n re gard to the truant.
They have bee n known to ans wer,
whe n as ke d why their child le ft
school, "We didn't ask him. "25
The most serious barrie rs to
school adjus tme nt among the childre n are the " e xclusive us e of the
Engli s h language, ri gid time s che d
ule limi tati ons on freedom to e x
pr�ss fee lings as they do a� horn� ,
_
kee n i nterpersonal competit1011 m
their school work, and a non-Indian
or highly acculturate d I ndian s chool
teacher with 'whi te' i de as- all of
these are forei gn to thei r e xtre me ly
p ermissive and cooperative family
way of life."26 Commonly, their re 
sponse to the se frustrations is with
drawal or e scape, and the y re fuse to
2

'Erik H. Erikson, "Observations on Sioux
Education," The Journal of Psychology,
VII ( January, 1939 ) , page 125.
2
°Cardwell, op. cit., pages 50-5 1 .
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recite if there is any chance that
they might be shamed for their ef
forts.
Policies regarding Indian educa
tion contribute to the lack of securi
ty felt by the children. In the past
the educational system was predi
cated on the belief that the best
results could be achieved by remov
ing the child from his home and
weakening the family ties. The fol
lowing analysis of a survey by the
Merriam Committee describes the
situation in boarding schools where
children were separated for consid
erable periods from their parents :
. . . the school day in most such
boarding schools was theoretically
devoted half to academic studies
and half to manual training. How
ever, in many instances, the "man
ual .training" was found to be actu
ally composed of institutiona] labor.
By utilizing small children to do
the more or less heavy work of gar
dening, kitchen work, j anitorial
labor, etc., and by paying extremely
low salaries to the school staff, it
was possible to operate such institu
tions on a very low budget. They
described .teaching methods as anti
quated, mechanistic and of a type
which had been generally discarded
years before in public school sys
tems. It was their contention that,
although the boarding schools
might impart some modicum of
knowledge in terms of the three R's,
they failed to educate in the broader
sense of preparing the Indian child
for his place in the society in which
he would be expected to live.

The Merriam Committee conclud
ed : ". . . . that the boarding schools
as they found them denied the es-
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tablished role of the family in the
development of personality, and ig
nored the necessity on the part
of the child for parental guid
ance and affection. They found the
general policy and objectives of
Indian education to be those of at
tempted 'de-indianization' through
severance from family and reserva
tion environment." They recom
mended "that children be educated
in day schools located within the
communities in which they lived in
order that they might benefit from
3. more normal home life, and in
order that the schools could thus
reach beyond the child to influ
ence the life and thinking of the
total community."2 7
Conditions in the boarding
schoo_ls have changed considerably,
and in recent years government and
parochial high schools have made
it possible for young people to ad
vance their education. Additional
education does not, however, make
students completely independent
of their families and relatives. In
their own neighborhood the'ir rights
are better protected and their re
sponsibilities better defined, so that
the high school may still be consid
ered a hostile and unfriendly en
vironment. Perhaps the most no
table change has been the decline in
restrictions imposed on sociability
between teenage girls and boys. The
old customs no longer restrict asso
ciation, and the young people tend
to model their social activities after
the �asy informality of western so
ciety.
21

Felix S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal
Indian Law, pages 10 and 1 1 .
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-T he high value placed on educa
tion by non- Indians and their wil
lingness to make sacrifi ces to obtain
it often appear confusing to young
people on the Pine Ridge Reserva
tion. They are aware that the edu
cated man is supposed to prosper
a nd enj oy life more fully, but when
they successfully complete their
education few opportunities are
a vailable on the reservation, and
the educated person does not enj oy
any more luxury than the unedu
cated under these circumstances. If
a young man returns to the reserva
tion after completing high school or
even college, he might hope to be
of some service to his people, and,
i ncidentally, hope to improve his
own economic position. The pover
ty of his relatives. and friends often
becomes a burden that despite his
best efforts he is unable to carry.
Soon he is forced to give up his
efforts, accept his fate, and live in
the same hand-to-mouth pattern of
p roperty sharing and cooperative
living which he hoped to change.
In the reservation community the
educated youth encounters the cus
tomary adult attitudes of apathy
and bitterness about wrongs suf
fered in the past. He fi nds that he
must share with family and friends
in order to gain acceptance in the
groups from which he can hope to
derive any feeling of security. He
discovers the high degree of respect
for the dignity of individuals has
been maintained, but that it is mod
erated by aggressive tendencies to
ward those, who for purposes of
political or economic advancement,
attempt to push above the group

level. If he wants to raise his stand
ard of living, he is discouraged by
the critical gossiping of the com
munity.
The role of the adult female in
the Pine Ridge community has
changed since the days when she
devoted her best efforts to support
ing and aiding her husband. The re
tention of kinship elements has
maintained an important role for
the mother in the functioning of the
household. She has retained a num
ber of essential j obs such as child
rearing, household management,
and food preparation and preserva
tion. Much of the work involved in
caring for the garden or farm, tak
i ng care of poultry or small live
s tock, and maintaining the home
stead has been added to her as
signed chores. Even more important
in supplementing the female role
in recent years has been the wife's
contribution to family unity. In
many cases her husband has to de
pend upon seasonal work away
from home and is unable to provide
adequate economic support. The
wife then becomes the family cen
ter during his absences. She has to
devote her efforts to providing food
for the children and wisely utilizing
the meager resources at her dispos
al. In case of a family crises, such as
illness, she has to be a stabilizing
influence and reach vital decisions.
If she fulfills the roles of loving ad
visor and generous provider, in the
eyes of her children, the whole
world revolves about her.
The traditional roles of the adult
male in Dakota society disappeared
with the demise of the buffalo herds
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a nd the e nd of the I ndia n wars. The
pos ition of the hus band has contin
ued to deteriorate on the reserva
tion, gradually being worn awa y by
attrition. He is s till recognized as
head of the family and their p rimary
s ources of fina ncial s up port. Be
cause of sporadic emp loyme nt the
fa mily mus t ofte n resort to surplus
commodities and welfare pa yments
to tide them over during times
when work is not a vailable. The
efforts of the governme nt to make
the me n over into farmers have not
been success ful. While the cattle
i ndus try has an attraction to many
I ndia n males, because it involves
working with horses, ina dequate re
s ources restrict effort a nd achieve
ment in the ranching bus iness .
The Pine Ridge men accept their
declining role as further evidence
of governmental mis treatment and
believe tha t the government should
therefore s upport them, or they may
look at the ir e conomic s ituation as
a bottomless p it a nd dispare of
their own efforts to change it. The
skills which might have p rovided
them with stea dy emp loyment are
lacking, and this has contributed to
their apathetic adjus tment. Further
m ore, the y have no mea ningfull
skills to tea ch their s ons, a nd a
youth is likely to lose respect for his
fa ther who is haunted by a feeling
of economic inadequacy. In any
case the fa ther is us ually res igned
to his lot and the future does not
seem bright.
Special mention s hould als o be
give n to the roles of gra ndparents
in the Pine Ridge communities,
since the y a re the rep os itories of
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tradition, and thus o c c u p y a
unique relations hip with other fam
ily members . They e ncourage con
tinuation of their traditional roles
as a dvis ors to the younger peop le,
as e ncouragers of the kinship regu
la tions, as second pare nts to their
· grandchildren, and as contributors
to the fina ncial s upport of rela tives .
The y a re likely to make great sacri
fices in order to help young adults
who tum to them in time of need.
They us ually ins is t upon acting in
strict accordance with traditionally
accep ted k i n s h i p relations hips .
Grandmothers often ass ume care of
their gra ndchildren and accede to
their e very dema nd. Grandfathers
fee l tha t the y should offer counsel
and s upport to relatives who come
to them and as k for help . Fa ilure to
fulfill these obligations will cause
them to lose s ta tus in the com
munity.
The degree of accep tance of a nd
participation in the culture of the
reservation community exerts a n
importa nt influence on the role of
the individual. In s ome cases a man
ma y live in the community a nd p os
sess little knowledge of the tradi
tional Dakota culture. In a cultural
se nse he may hardly be reckoned
a n Indian a t all, and his behavior
much more nearly resembles that of
non-Indians living on or nea r the
reserva tion. He is likely to be is o
la ted from the majority of com
munity activities, and he ma y ha ve
ass ocia tions outs ide the community
which encouraged this non-partici
pation. These individuals ca n bes t
be class ified as acculturate d, be
cause of their high degree of accep t-
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ance of the cultural values of the
dominant non-Indian society.
The acculturated reservation res
idents accept the changes taking
place in the Indian culture as inevi
table, but deplore the resulting
personal disorganization. They are
anxious to attain the level of ma
terial wealth enjoyed by the suc
cessful farmer or rancher, and are
willing to use disreputable means
of satisfying their economic desires.
The acculturated individuals tend
to disclaim knowledge of their peo
ple's ancient customs and may even
develop a self-conscious dislike for
anything that identifies them with
Indian ways. However, irregardless
of their rej ection of Indian heritage,
they are influenced to some extent
by the ideals of the community.
The unacculturated people have
a different set of attitudes which
cause them to play another role in
the Pine Ridge community. They
take pride in the old customs, con
tinue to use the S iouan language,
and oppose changes which contri
bute to the disappearance of Dako
ta culture. The weakening of the
kinship patterns and the values of
cooperative living cause these in
dividuals to feel discouraged about
the future. They look back to the
day.s of their pE;ople's greatness and
military strength, and deplore the
injustices, the treaty violations, and
the destruction of the Dakota cul
ture. They attribute their present
condition to mistreatment by the
agents of the government. They are
determined to resist the White
man's ways, while sublimating the
desire to eliminate those unknown

forces which are at work to destroy
them.

The Nuclear Family-The im
portance of the band or extended
family in times pa.st was based on
established patterns of cooperative
living. The tiyospaye was designed
to set standards, provide for daily
needs, cope with the problems of
living, and stimulate cooperation.
It was more difficult for the band to
serve these essential functions when
the allotment system placed indivi
dual families on their own piece of
land. The task was made doubly
difficult by the government's in
sistence upon dealing with nuclear
family heads. There was little op
portunity for successful cooperative
economic enterprises in the system
of competitive capitalism that dom
i nated the thinking of the western
agriculturalist. These facts have
caused severe damage to the con
cep t of cooperative band livi n_g.
There are strong indications that
the tiyospaye will eventually disap
p ear from the Pine Ridge reserva
tion. This is evident i n the shift
from a lineal family based on an
cestry to a family system which em
p hasizes the maniage bond as the
essential element. I t is also shown
by the fact that band remnants do
not include some community fam
ilies, and that bands are reduced in
number of members. There is a
loosening of the bonds which held
the relatives together in the tiyo
spaye. S ome people want to discard
kinship terminology or never knew
i t. Finally, the influence of the non
Indian family pattern is coercive

The Dakota Indian Family

government could deal directly with
heads of families . This was not an
e asy tas k when ances try was con
fused by a s pe ci al kinshi p termi nol
ogy and by ques tionable marriages
and orphaned children. The two
i de as, the nuclear family and the
kins hi p group, were i n conflict on
points of how relati ons hi p was de
termined. The main point of con
tention, of course, was the extend
i ng of relationships i n the ki ns hip
group.
As the transi ti on from kins hi p
sys te m to nuclear family takes place
the reduction of control by tradi
tional kins hi p means provides s uffi
cie nt opportunity for deviations to
"What ! " he exclaimed, "these
occur from both i deals . Thi s is evi
two women are sisters , both of
de nced in the fact that families are
whom have been my wives for over
frequently broken by divorce and
half a century. I know the way of
separation. Elopements and i llegiti
the white man; he takes women un
macy cannot be controlled by the
known to each other and to his law.
family which can no longer depend
These two have been faithful to me
on former s anctions . At the s ame
and I have been faithful to them .
ti me e lements of the old sys tem are
Their children are my children and
m ai ntained by many of the older
their grandchildren are mine. We
people. Gra:q.dpare nts are custom
are now living together as brother
ari ly quite willing to take care of
and sisters. All the people know
the illegitimate child through the
that we have been happy together,
and nothing but death can separa
adoption mechani s m, for example.
rate us. "28
Likewise this adoption rule may be
res tored i f the children are rejected
The older people e ventually did
by divorced or separated pare nts .
die and the younger generation was
The conditions of community liv
preve nted from continuing the
ing
on the Pine Ridge Reservation
practice s that conflicte d greatly
with the non-Indian marriage cus  have caused the nuclear family to
toms . In the early reservation period exhibi t certain dis tincti ve charac
the government agents es tablis hed teris ti cs which can be s t be de 
regulati ons that forbade continua scribed by pre se nting data gathered
tion of the cus toms whi ch they in the three communities i n which
cou ld not tolerate. They als o i n field work was carried out. Thi s
sis te d that family names be e s tab 
Charles A. Eastman, From the Deep
lis he d and recorded s o that the
Woods to Civilization, pages 184- 185.

and des tructive of the traditional
ki ns hi p sys te m.
The greate s t changes have oc
curred i n the cus toms which were
completely out of harmony with
the family system of the frontiers 
man. A plurality of wives, for ex
a m p 1 e, was repugnant to the
mis sionaries and representative s of
the governme nt who firs t came i n
contact wi th the Dakota Indi ans .
Pers uasion and force were used to
wipe out the practice of marrying
more than one woman. The res ponse
of one of the older patriarchs, whe n
told by an agent that he mus t choose
one wife, was revealing:

I
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descripti on will also provide an ad
ditional basis for comparing the
degree of acculturation in the three
communities.

Traditional Community - Some
statistical measureme nts of family
characteristics are presented i n
tables 4 and 5. The traditional com
munity had the .smallest average
size of family and number of chi l
dre n per family. These results ap
pear contrary to the anticipated
conditions i n a traditional com
munity. Some reasons for this re
versal of the expected pattern may
be: ( 1) the ancient customs of the
Dakota family encouraged a low
birth rate; ( 2) the limited availa
bility of medical attention, knowl
edge of sanitation, and nutrition
contri buted to hi gh i nfant mortal
ity; and ( 3) the complete family
was not measured. Since the adults
were slightly older, it may be that
m ore grown children h ad left to
establish homes of th eir own. It was,
in fact, here that the greatest num
ber of widowed men and women
were found, and a numh er of them
had chi ldren who h ad grown to
adulthood, married, and were sti ll
livi ng i n the community.
One-fourth of the families were
si ngle males and females, and the
husband-wife type was another
sizable group made up largely of
older couples whose chi ldren had
grown up and were on their own.
About 40% of the families consisted
of h usband-wife and one or more
children. The i rregular families i n
cluded two families i n whi ch a di
vorced person had remarried and
there were step-children as well as

natural chi ldren i n the family
group, two i n whi ch children had
been adopted, and one composed
of three generations. Th e nuclear
families are diagrammed in figure 2.
There was some evidence that
the traditional community has most
nearly retai ned elements of the Da
kota ki nship pattern. The larger
number of elderly people suggested
this conclusion. It was likewise i n
dicated by less family disruption
than was typical of the transitional
or transpositional communities. It
was apparent that i n the few cases
of remarriage only the younger
members of the community were
i nvolved. The older values of kin
ship unity seemed to be continued
in sufficiently vital form to prevent
a large number of broke n homes.

Transitional Community - Inter
medi ate family size was evident i n
th e transitional community and the
average number of chi ldren per
family reflected this position as
well. The adults were slightly
younger than i n the traditional com
munity, and it semed that fewer
chi ldren were on their own even
though they had· reached an age
when marri age and i ndependence
could be expected. Single adults
made up about 14% of the families.
Only two famili es consi sted of a
husband and wife without children,
and the percentage of husband-wife
and children combi nations was
sli ghtly lower than for the other two
communities. The outstanding dif
ference was i n the number of fam
i lies demonstrating irregular fea
tures. Over h alf were broken by
divorce, separation, or death, and
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another fourth were families i n
which a divorced person had remar
ried and children from a previous
marriage were i ncluded in the fam
ily. In two other cases there were
illegitimate children, and i n one
case three generations were livi ng
in a household.
The data prese nted i n tables 4
and 5 and figure 3 suggest that the
nu clear family i n this community
was e x p e r i e n c i n g consider
able breakdown as a result of the
transi ti on from former Dakota fam
ily values to the ideals found i n the
s mall rural South Dakota farming
or ranchi ng community. The strain
on family u nity was most apparent
among the younger people, and
there were strong indications that
the y were apathetic concerning the

FIG . 2
1.

nee d for establishi ng themselves in
an i ndependent household.

Transpo�itional Community- Sta
tistical analysis of families i n the
transpositional community revealed
that the largest average family size
and number of childre n per family
was found here . Although the dif
ferences from the transitional com
munity were not great, the younger
ages of adults e mphasized them,
since fewer families were likely to
be completed whe n the pare nts
were still relatively young ( table
4) . This communi ty had few si ngle
person and husband- wi fe families,
but i t had the largest perce ntage of
h usband-wife and childre n fami 
lies. Irregular fami lies were ob
served i n six cases, and included
one broken home, two families in
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which there had been a remarriage,
two three generation hou seholds,
and one case of adoption ( table 5
and figure 4) .

In the acculturation proce s s the
trans pos itional c o m m u n i t y ap
peared to have mos t fully accepted
a non-Indian family s ys te m resem
bling that in non-reservation areas
of South Dakota. While there were
s till s ome remnants of the tradi
tional kinship s ys te m they were
l argely confined to the older people,
a s in the case of a grandmother rear
ing her grandchildren. The in
creased acceptance of modern fam-

FIG. 3
I.

6

2.

6

i ly ideas of the wes tern rural areas
appeared to be accompanied by les s
family dis ruption than i n the trans i
tional community, but more than in
the traditional commu nity.

Kinship Remnants-The crises of
culture change have caused many
of the Pine Ridge Indians to at
times fall back on te s te d ways of
living. The older generation has
taken the res pons ibility of pointing
out that maintaining the old pat
terns will avoid the chaos which
may arise in cultural change . This
attitude promoted conservatis m in
s ome areas which caused educators
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The most important practice that
has continued down to the present
day is mutual helpfulness. It w as
more than just being w illing to
share material possessions. There
was a pride of heritage that caused

Table 4. Nuclear Family Characteristics
Traditional
Community

Characteristics

Average Family Size ---------------------------Average No. of Children in Family ____
Average Ages
Husband- -------------------------------- ----------Wife --------------- - --------- ---------------- ----------

3.71
1 .96

Transitional Transpositional
Community Community

5 6.9
5 1 .0

4.5 0
2. 77

4.3 8
2.67

5 4. 2
44.9

55.6
5 0.5

1950 Area
Census

3.47
1 . 72

Table 5. Nuclear Family Composition

Family Types

Single Individual__
Husband-Wife
Husband-WifeChildren ____________
Irregular Families
----

Traditional
Community
No.
%

7
5

11
5

Totals --------------.- 28

25. 0
1 7. 8

39.4
1 7. 8
100.0

Transitional
Community
No.
%

5
2

13
16
36

13.9
5.6

3 6. 1
44.4
100.0

Transpositional
Community
No.
%

3
3

10
6

22

13.6
13.6

45.5
27.3
100.0

1950 Area
Census
No.
%

59
50

1 72
112
393

1 5. 0
1 2. 7

43. 8
28.5
100.0
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A number of the families consist of only husband and wife with no children or
grown children.

a man to say to his relative who
needed help and reassurance, "So
come and eat; come and stay here if
you have no other place. You can
count on us; we are not aliens. "29
These i deas were implici t in the re
quest for help, and no one of rea
sonable standi ng i n a Dakota
community would dare refuse it
even though he knew he could not
afford it.
The practices which have been
retained and the degree of par
ticipation vary according to the
indi vidual a n d the community.
Remnants of the tiyospaye were ap
parent in the three communi ties
i nvestigated in this study. Related
families were clustered i n groups
formi ng extended family neighbor
hoods. Some of the families were

also related to people in the other
neighborhoods or communities, al
though i n most cases their primary
attachment was to their near neigp
bors. Diagrams of the relationships
i n each community are presented in
figures 5, 6, and 7, and patterns of
relationship should be described
for each communi ty.
Traditional Community - There
were three primary group neigh
borhoods apparent in thi s com
munity. The first of these neighbor
hoods was the m o s t isolated,
retaini ng a definite old culture
atmosphere, which was observed
especi ally in their pattern of group
living. There were 11 families in the
South Dakota Deparh11ent of Public Instruction, Indians of South Dakota, page
46.
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neighbmhood centering around an
elderly widow who was attached to
other families by four close and six
distant relationships. 30 Her influ
ence was not obvious, but a recog
nized kind of permissive leadership,
emphasizing unity and coopera
tion. The .second neighborhood
consisted of seven families center
ing around an elderly couple with
three close and two distant relation
ships . Its unity was reduced by the
comparatively slight relationship of
two families to others in the group
and nearly equal relationship to
families in the first and third neigh
borhoods. The third neighborhood
had one focus on a widowed mother
and her two married daughters, and
the other on an older man, his
married son and nephew. This
division was heightened by a num
ber of close relationships outside of
this neighborhood and the com
munity. One of the ten families in
_
the neighborhood was a defimte
isolate, with no relationships, close
or distant, to any other family in the
community.
The extensive kinship ties among
all 28 families can be measured in
terms of the number of close and
distant relationships which can be
identified in the three neighbor
hoods. In the first there were 8 close
and 17 distant relationships; in the
second 4 close and 8 distant rela
tionships; and in the third 7 close
and 10 distant. Between neighbor
hoods there were 2 close and 3
distant relationships. In the whole
community then there were 21 close
and 38 distant relationships. If these
were equally distributed among

the 28 families, each would average
.75 close and 1.36 distant relation
ships and a total of 2.11 relation
ships per family.
Tramitional Community - Four
primary neighborhoods and a few
scattered relationships comprised
the transitional community. The
apparent leader of the first neigh
borhood was the husband in an old
family. He was closely related to the
other five families in the neighbor
hood, and was recognized on the
basis of tradition .since his father
was an important leader of the kin
ship group for which the communi
ty was named. In addition he
represented the preservation of
traditional culture and the epitomy
of fine Dakota character.
The second group lacked unifica
tion but included a widowed male,
the families of his married daughter
and son, the family of a brother and
his son-in-law, and two brothers
who are only slightly attached to
the neighborhood by relationship.
One of these brothers exhibited
considerable independence of the
local group, and was an elected
leader for the whole area. He was
considered to have the respect of
the community accompanied by
envy of his position.
The next neighborhood was held
together by a widowed male ad
vanced in years, his three sons and
one grandson. One of the sons had
become a minister and lived at
some distance from the primary
area, and was not as closely atAny relative nearer than cousin is de
fined as close; all others recognized, no
matter how far removed, are defined as
distant.

30

'J
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tached to the group as the others .
This was likewis e the cas e with the
parents -in-law of one of the s ons .
The fourth grouping was charac
terized by a large number of dis
rupted families. The leader ap
peared to be a widow with two
· grown s ons who were unmarried.
She had three s isters, a brqther, a
s is ter- in-law, and two more dis tant
relatives in the nine families com
prising this neighborhood. Only
one of the families was complete:
s even cons is ted of a mother and
children, and one of a father a nd
children.
The other nine families had no
definite pattern. There was one defi
nite is olate, and two having one dis 
tant community relations hip. The
dis tribution of relations hips in the
order of the four neighborhods dis 
cus s ed above was as follows : ( 1) 7
clos e and 7 dis tant; ( 2) 5 clos e and
4 dis tant; ( 3) 11 clos e and no dis 
tant; ( 4) 13 clos e and 3 dis tant.
A mong the res t of the families
which could not be definitely tied
to a neighborhood there were 2
clos e and 7 distant relations hips .
B etween the four neighborhods the
res ults were 3 clos e and 2 distant
relations hips. The totals for the
community of 41 clos e and 23 dis 
tant, res ulted in an average of 1. 14
clos e and .64 distant or 1.7 8 rela
tionships per family.
The average number of relation
ships was lower than in the tradi
tional community when both clos e
and distant relations hips were com
bined. However, the averages were
revers ed on the clos e and dis tant
dis tinction. This may be s ignificant

becaus e clos e relatives were more
willing to s hare and take care of the
broken family which appeared mos t
frequently in the trans itional com
m unity. The extended relations hips
of the traditional community were
really closer than they appeared
when clas s ified by the s ys tem us u
ally employed in American s ociety.
In other words, s ome relations hips
clas s ified as dis tant in the tradi
tional community were really near
er than s ome of thos e clas s ified as
clos e in the trans itional community.

Transpositional C o m m u n i t y
-There were two loosely related
neighborhoods in this community
that appeared to have only a limited
degree of identification. It was
difficult to discern any leadership in
either group, s ince the relationships
were :i;nore or les s random. Three
families were is olated with no rela
tionships in the community, and
one family could not be definitely
attached to either neighborhood.
There were eight families which ap
peared to belong to the firs t group,
and ten in the s econd. Clos e rela
tionships were found 7 times in
group one and 12 times in group
two. Dis tant relations were men
tioned 5 times in group one and 2
times in group two. Therewere 2 dis
tant relations hips between groups
one and two. The totals were 19
clos e, 9 dis tant, and 28 total relation
s hips, yielding averages of . 86 clos e,
.41 dis tant, and 1. 27 total relation
s hips per family. The explanation
for the differential between tradi
tional and trans itional communities
in clos e and distant relationships ap-
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peared to be supported by these
results.
Each cluster of families distin
guished on the basis of their rela
tionships may have had some
additional relatives in other neigh
borhoods or communities. It was,
however, in the remnant of the tiyo
spaye that essential primary group
functions, such as sharing, visiting,
and neighboring were continuing in
modified form. The vitality of pri
mary group functions indicated the
degree to which the tiyospaye satis
fied important social needs. An at
tempt has been made to measure
their continued effectiveness in each
of the communities on the basis of
participation in a variety of group
activities. The indices of community
participation used were : ( 1) shar
ing use of home; ( 2) sharing use of
land; ( 3) visiting; ( 4) social activi
ties; and ( 5) neighborhood activi
ties. Table 6 reports the results of
this investigation.
1. Sharing Homes-The custom
ary practices of hospitality in Da
kota culture were based on the
belief in kinship loyalty and inter
dependence which held the group
structure intact. Offering food and
shelter to a relative was an obliga
tory responsibility that no conscien
tious person would dare shirk, if he
desired to maintain his status in the
group. Hospitality worked well
when everyone had enough to share )
and for some families was a neces-·
sity if they were to survive on even
a meager subsistence. Mutual help
fulness may be even more essential
to survival in some reservation com
munities today. To those who have

accumulated goods or wealth, shar
ing may be usually regarded abu
sive of their ambition to succeed in
the material values of non-Indian
society. Conversely, to the reserva
tion Indian sharing may mean that
everyone should contribute to the
group subsistence because of their
generosity to their kinsmen. When
starvation was eminent, an appeal
to relatives for food was unneces
sary, because there was the realiza
tion that sharing meager supplies
was a more acceptable alternative
than starvation.
Sharing of homes for a period
longer than a short visit was rela
tively common in the three com
munties studied. The traditional
community had half of the families
living in a home occupied by more
than one family. In addition some
of the others had individuals or
families living with them for a con
siderable period during the year.
The three cases most commonly en
countered were: ( 1) older relatives
taking in a divorced or separated
younger spouse and children; ( 2)
grandchildren being cared for by
grandparents while the children's
parents were absent, perhaps work
ing in seasonal work off the reserva
tion; and ( 3) young married
couples living temporarily with par
ents or relatives during the winter
months when they were not able to
obtain agricultural or construction
work off the reservation. This last
group was most difficult to categor
ize as members of the community.
They were arbitrarily included,
since they usually resided in the
community for about six months

The Dakota Indian Family

e ach year. The transitional and
transpositional communities were
consiste nt with the theory that shar
ing was a value of Dakota culture
which declined as the family more
nearly emulated the values of non
I ndian socie ty. There were about
1 0% fewer families sharing homes
in the transpositional than in the
transitional, and the same propor
tion fewer in the transitional than
in the traditional.
2. Share Use of Land-Coopera
tive use of land appeared to have
considerable appeal to those fami
lies which were utilizing at least a
portion of the land that they owned.
A little less than one-fourth of the
families in the transpositional com
munity reported that they were
sharing their land with relatives,
and at the opposite extreme, nearly
half of the transitional community
respondents reported land sharing.
However, in the traditional com-

47

munity the results on this question
did not follow the expected pattern.
I nstead of greater sharing of land,
the proportion was only a little
more than a fourth. The explanation
appeared in the low rate of land
utilization and the small size of
homesteads ( see table 3) . Sharing
of land was greatly limited by the
fact that most families using land
had only a small acreage for a
homestead and garden and very
little land in agricu ltu ral produc
tion.
The patterns of sharing for the
three communities has bee n dia
grammed in Figures 8, 9, and 10.
These figures suggest additional
conclusions: ( 1) sharing within the
community decreased moving from
the traditional to the transpositional
community; ( 2) sharing outside the
community increased moving in the
opposite direction; and ( 3) the pat
tern of sharing was closely associ-

Three generations in a single home is not unusual.
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ated with the related or kinship
neighborhood previously described.
3. Visiting Choices-In the old
Dakota culture visiting as well as
sharing was an essential part of the
hospitality practice among kins
men. Any time a family was travel
ing some distance from their own
people, they could request food and
shelter from anyone, and the man
ners of kinship required the most
remote relative to open his home to
the visitor. It was also customary
for individuals and families to visit
extensively within their own kinship
group, and when the annual cele
brations were held, a major activity
was the inter-group visiting.
It seemed likely that the com
munity holding most strongly to the
old customs would tend to exhibit
the greatest amount of visiting.
Based on the visiting choices per
family this tendency was verified
( see table 6) . The trend was even

more evident when visiting choices
outside the community were ob
served in 11.7% of the cases in the
traditional community, 14.4% in the
transitional community, and 33.3%
in the transpositional community.
If these choices were eliminated,
the averages for visiting choices per
family were 3.21, 2.94, and 1.64 re
spectively for the three communi
ties. This modification suggested
that the transpositional community
has virtually adopted a new pattern
of inter-community visiting.
The visiting patterns in the three
communities diagrammed in figures
11, 12, and 13 indicated the follow
ing generalizations: ( 1) neighbor
hood visiting predominated in the
traditional community; both neigh
borhood and inter-group visiting
were common in the transitional
community; and inter-neighbor
hood and community visiting were
typical of the transpositional com-

Table 6. Indices of Community Participation
Indices

Traditional
Community

1 . Share Use of Home ( % ) -------------------2. Share Use of Land ( % ) ______________________
3. Average Number of Visiting
Choices per FamilY-----------------------------4. Participation in Social Activities ( % )
a . Joking ---------------------------------------------b. Gossiping ---------------------------------------c. Discusing old .times ________________________
5. Participation in Neighborhood
Activities (Average number of
times a month) -----------------------------------a. Exchanging Work __________________________
b. Exchanging Equipment ________________
c. Lending Food ------------ ·--------------------d. Lending Money -----------------------------e. Attending Feast and Celebrations

Transitional Transpositional
Community
Community

60.7
2 8.6

50.0
47.2

40.9
22.7

3 .68
82. 1
96. 4
67 .9
82. 1

3.47
66.7
72.2
61.1
66.7

2 .45
5 1 .5
54.5
50.0
50.0

2 1 .05
4.36
2.58
8.89
2 .08
3.14

1 7.5 1
4.39
3.70
5 .3 1
1 .83
2 .28

1 2 .50
2.95
2.41
4.68
1.14
1 .32
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munity; ( 2) isolates, having no
choices by other members of the
community, appeared in increasing
numbers from the traditional to the
transitional to the transpositional
community ( one, two, and four) ,
but their infrequency make it im
possible to reach definite conclu
sions; and ( 3) mutual choices oc
curred 31 times in the traditional
community; 38 times in the transi
tional community, and only 10 times
in the transpositional community.
The averages per family were l . ll,
1 . 05, and .45 respectively. This evi
dence offered additional support to
the hypothesis that the family in the
traditional community retained the
most remnants of Dakota customs.
4. Participation in SocialActivities
-The indices selected to measure
participation in social activities
were joking, gossiping, and dis
cussing old times. Each person who
was questioned was asked if he par
ticipated with neighbors in these
three activities. The percentage of
"yes" answers for each activity was
compared f o r the communities
studied in table 6. The averages for
all three indicated that these activi
ties, which were assumed to be in
dicative of emphasis on Dakota
cultural values, have been retained
to the greatest extent in the tradi
tional community. They were as
sumed to function as a means of
p reserving the values of k inship,
since they could frequently be ob
served to sanction proper group
behavior. Gossip, particularly, was
used as a means of censuring or
p raising the behavior of members of
the local community.
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Social activities such as joking,
gossiping, and discussing the past
functioned in these communities as
an additional reason for visiting and
as a means of reducing the effects
of reservation isolation. For exam
ple, local news spread rapidly and
u nusually accurately on the reserva
tion in spite of the lack of tele
phones, newspapers, and other
m eans of communication. Any small
item of new information was excuse
enough for a visit to relay by word
of . mouth the latest gossip. Since
news was limited, the other social
forms of communication, joking
and discussing old times, supple
mented the primary justification for
visiting.

5. Participation in Neighborhood
Activities-The final indices of par
ticipation in community activities
were classified as forms of neigh
borhood sociali zation and includ ed
exchanging work and equipment,
lending food and money, and at
tending feasts and celebrations. The
frequency of each of these activities
was ascertained by asking the num
ber of times during the last month
the respondent had participated in
a specific activity.
The results presented in table 6
suggest: ( 1) exchanging work and
equipment was most frequently
practiced in the transitional com
munity which had more reason for
these activities since there was more
agricultural activity than in the tra
ditional community, and a greater
tendency toward sharing t h a n
the transpositional community; ( 2)
lending food and money, remnants
of the traditional sharing patterns,

An important social activity in the community is traditional Indian dancing.

followed the expected pattern of
frequency; ( 3) attending feasts and
celebrati ons was a remnant of the
traditional hospitality pattern and
also followed the expected pattern;
( 4) the composite frequency for all
neighborhood activities indicated
once agai n the validity of thesis that
the unity of the traditional com
munity was based on retention of
values in earlier Dakota culture.

The changes in Dakota culture
have been tremendous, but the evi
dence clearly points out that i ts
remnants were still influential i n
these P i n e Ridge communities.
M any· child-rearing practices were
retai ned, and the child learned his

purpose in li fe in a controlled fam
ily environment. The nuclear family
reflected the older cultural prac
tices which were fully revealed i n
the retention of some elements of
the kinship group of tiyospaye. The
elements of the hospitality and
shari ng patterns which have not
disappeared from these communi
ties offered clear support for the
fact that changes have not been able
to eli minate some essential aspects
of the Dakota culture. In the next
section the i mplications of the com
p arison between the traditional and
contemporary Indian family will be
given consideration.

V.

�val uation and Implications
of Cultural Change

The history of th e Great Plains k otas appeared tractable, b ut they
reveals of seri e s of events which are changed very little. They became
marked by a serious lack of under accustomed to many strange shifts
s tanding of the cultural values, i n government policy, much official
social organization, and patterns of foolishness, "a good sprinkling of
living of the Western Dakota In downright wickedness, som e noble
dians. The result was a gradual actions, and a goodly count of les
strai ning of relations b etwe e n the sons hardly learned and, too often,
I ndians and the Uni te d S tates quickly forgotten. "33
The results of culture change
government, precipi tati ng e ventual
warfare and suppression of the have b e e n vitally effective in the his
Teton Dakota on res ervations. The tory of the Dakota family. S ome of
army took the position that the Da the areas in which these results have
kota people must b e forced by mili b e e n most noticeab le should b e
tary might i nto sub mission. The give n additional evaluation, and i m
attitudes of the frontiersme n toward plications for the future should b e
the Indians were domi nated b y the suggested. The suggestions i ndi
cated will b e based on the assump
desire for land. 3 1
The Indian policy of the Uni ted tion that i f changes appear desir
S tates government duri ng the early able, they should not contribute to
reservation period was based on greater disruption, but rather add
their own dogmatic concepts of to the uni ty of the Pi ne Ridge fam
what was b e st for the Indians. The ily.
government agents "never con
Econ omic Conditions of the
tacted a Dakota chief without at Family-The maj or factors i n the
once trying to persuade him to don subsistence of the Plains Indians
a stiff-bosomed white shirt, a b lack were the large herds of b uffalo and
suit, and a shiny silk hat. At the root the posession of horses require d
of all their high-sounding policy for hunting the bison. In addition
talk lay this e arnest desi re , to make to food, the Dakotas depended upon
the Indians over into as perfect i mi  the b uffalo for clothing and shelter.
tations as possible of their own per To protect the herds against the e n
fect selves. "32
croachments of neighboring tribes,
The attempts of the government horses were necessary for fighting
to make the Dakotas over i nto i mi as well as hunti ng, and this animal
tation white p eople met great resist
R. G. Atheame, William Tecumseh
ance at first. Then as the officials
Sherman and the Settlement of the West,
learned more about the Indians,
page 106.
m ostly the hard way, they b e gan to s2ceorge F . Hyde, A Sioux Chronicle,
force them in the direction the y
page 150.
termed p rogress. The defeated Da/bid, pages 319-320.
57
31

33
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came to symbolize wealth and pres
tige in the tribal group. The demise
of the b ison herds, then, completely
destro yed their e conomic b ase .
The Dakotas were unable to find
a satisfactory substitute b asis for
their economy when the b uffalo dis
appeared. The drudgery o f working
in the soil was completely alien to
the Dakota outlook on life, and
steady toil was not an activity
which appealed to them. They were
also aware that land of great value
to the whites had been taken from
them, and their belief that govern
ment owe d them a free livinK was
verified b y the t r e a t y agree
ments pro mising them rations in re
turn for giving up their hunting
grounds. Since their hab its were
s till those of the hunter the y con
stantly complained because the ra
tions were quickly dissipated in
feasts and sharing. Just as in the old
hunting days when they feaste d
after a b ig kill, the rations were
e aten in a few days, and then they
squeezed through on any foods
available until the next ration day.
As the Pine Ridge families began
to settle on the land and make an
effort to support themselves, rations
were gradually withdrawn. The
method of reducing rations tended
to penalize the man who was self
sufficien t. At one time a system of
reservation work projects was start
ed, and all able-bo died men were
required to perform a certain
amount of labor in return for money
o r rations. There was, however, no
enco uragemen t for the m to develop
their allotte d land while working
in a laboring gang on some o ther

part of the reservation. Later, im
provements on the homestead were
accepted as creditable work for the
receipt o f rations, and agency farm
ers were e mployed to assist the
Indians in gain ing some self-suffi
ciency through agriculture.
The major reservation problem
always has been and will continue
to be that of providing a subsistence
leve l of living. It is questionab le
whether even 50% of the Pine Ridge
families can be self-supporting on
the income from land leases, stock
raising, wage labor, and salaried
e mplo yment which are currently
available. The relief load is ex
tre mely heavy, particularly durin g
the winter months when the de
mands for seasonal labor are mini
mal. Government and o ther welfare
agencies contribute to the economic
support of nearly half of the Pine
Ridge families. The government
also distributes surplus food com
mo dities to those families who are
in dire need.
Undoubtedly some of the fami
lies which are proportedly self-suf
ficient are living on woefully inade
quate inco mes. Observers well
acquainte d with these families are
unable to fully explain how these
people are able to survive on the
quantity o f food they purchase . In
two o f the communities, which
served as the b asis for this study,
it appeared that only abo ut a third
of the families had adequate finan
cial resources to meet their obliga
tions for food and o ther necessities
at the general store located in the
area.
The statistical analysis of b uying
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practices and sources of income in
table 7 revealed that credit buying
and dependence on government aid
as th e main source of income were
common practices. I n many cases
families receiving government aid
checks were making all purchases
during the month on credit. W hen
the government check arrived, it
was applied against the accumu
lated account which was frequently
larger than the amount received.
The high cost of transportation and
the extensive credit risk caused the
prices in the general store to aver
age 1 0 to 50% above prices in the
towns near the reservation. These
towns were likely to be located
m any miles from the Indian family
homestead ( see table 8) .
M any of the younger people have
been leaving the reservation either
to find seasonal work or with the
intention of gaining permanent em
ployment. The seasonal workers
have been striving to accumulate
funds to tide them through the win-

Retail goods must usually be purchased
at the only general store in the area.

ter months, but failing in their ef
forts, have been forced to depend
upon some sort of government a:id.
The problems' in off-reservation
employment were many: ( 1) lack
of knowledge of competitive eco
nomic practices; ( 2) reservation
way of life did not prepare people
for steady employment; ( 3) work
was valued only for the satisfaction

Table 7. Purchasing Practices
Traditional
Community
Practice

1 . Pay Cash ----------------------------------------2. Buy on Credit ---------------------------------3. Lack of Ability to Pay ------------------4. Buyer
a. Mother ----------------------------------------b. Father -------------------------------------------c. Both --------------------------------------------5. Main Source of Income
a. Government Aid ------------------------b. Lease of Land Sale ---------------------c . Odd Jobs -- - --------- - --------- ---- ------ ---d. Cattle ------------------------------------------e. None -------------------------------------------

No.

Transpositional
Community

8
20
19

28.6
71 .4
67.9
%

No.

64 .2
1 7.9
1 7.9

9
13
12

11
6
4
3
4

39. 3
21 .4
14.3
1 0. 7
14.3

13
3
6

4 0.9
59.1
54 .5

6
5
5
5
1

27.3
22. 7
22.7
22.7
4.6

18
5
5

%

59.1
1 3.6
27.3
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of immediate needs; ( 4 )· needy rel
atives may expe9t the working
person to share his income; ( 5 )
discrimination was practiced in
employment in many of the off-res
ervation communities; and ( 6)
Indians were regarded as potential
relief or police problems by officials
in these communities.
These circumstances may be suf
ficient to cause the young Indian to
feel that he lacks the employment
skills, the social graces, and helping
friends which are required for
urban employment. The reservation
serves as a sanctuary where people
will understand his inability to cope
with these problems and help him
achieve a degree of comfort and
security. Thus, some of the ·young
people trained for outside employ
ment are staying at home and ac
cepting government employment or
remaining idle. Conversely, the col
lege trained youth may be unable
to find acceptable opportunities on
the reservation, and may practice
his profession elsewhere.
Conclusions . regarding economic
conditions of the Pine Ridge family
are discouraging. This is particu
larly true, for in spite of all the
efforts of the federal government for
the economic and social well-being
of the Indian people, they have not
been able to achieve a reasonable
level of living through the com
bined farming-wage work type of
economic adjustment required on
the reservation. They remain "the
worst fed, the worst clad, and worst
housed" of any minority group in
our country. It is obvious above all
that any recommendations need to

be aimed at improving the eco
nomic welfare of these people. The
following general recommendations
toward this end appear warranted
from thi� study :
1. Increased effort devoted to
ward full utilization of land and
other economic resources still con
trolled by the Indians could im
prove the level of living.
2. Part-time farming and salaried
employment may be effectively
combined for some agricultural
operators who have only a limited
amount of land available and are
undergoing a transitional phase of
community living.
3. Direct government aid to some
groups, such as the aged, dependent
children, and the physically handi
capped, might be supplemented by
social services designed to improve
the usefulness of the grants to the
welfare recipients.
4. A system of providing food and
other necessities on reasonable
credit terms and at competitive
prices appears to be desirable for
the welfare of the reservation con
sumer.
5. An educational program stress
ing good nutrition, utilization of in
expensive foods, and improved
purchasing practices w o u 1 d be
helpful to the women who do most
of the buying and preparation of
food for the family.
The following recommendations
are suggested, but may require ad
ditional study :
1. Job training and preparation
for non-reservation living might be
encouraged for those desiring to
find employment opportunities in
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towns and cities in South Dakota
and other states .
2. Cooperative cattle enterprises
appear to have great po s s ibilities
for s ucces s in some of the more tra
ditional communities , if goo d man
agement practices are utilized and
alienatio n of Indian lands can be
curtailed.
3. Work programs providing
· steady employment and income
might be provided by the govern
ment to all unemployed males who
wis h to remain o n the res ervatio n.
Is olation of the Family - The
formatio n o f kinship neighbo rhoo ds
· us ually too k place in areas origi
nally s elected for reasons of s enti
ment or cultural tradit ion. In many
cas es the s ite cho s en was in aii
extremel y distant part of the reser
vatio n far removed from t he agency
or any town o r village. New co m
munities so metimes developed in
thes e areas as the population in
creas ed and a few of the families
mo ved down t he stream or to a
nearby stream to form t he nucleus
of a related neighborhoo d. There
were some families , of course,
which sold or leas ed their lands and
moved to a res ervatio n village, but
for the most part the families were
widely s cattered o ver the more re
mote parts of the res ervatio n far
fro m many of the neces s ary s ervices .
The isolatio n of Pine Ridge fami
lies was increas ed by the fact that
the res ervation was located in a
s parsely populated area of South
Dakota, at a cons iderable distance
from any major po pulation center.
Thus the po s s ibilities of contacts be
tween Indians and no n-Indians
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have been l imited. Secondary buy
ing and s elling relationships have
predominated, but they have lacked
the intimacy and frequency neces 
s ary to rapid cultural change. The
Indian family has become more mi
gratory in recent years, but they
have not had the experience of re
peated changes o f res idence and
cultural contacts neces s ary to ac
ceptance o f the way of l ife of non
res ident populations.
In the endeavor to measure the
isolation o f the three communities
involved in this study, each re
s po ndent was as ked the distance
from his home to a variety of s erv
ices . The results reported in table 8
did not provide a co ns istent trend
for the three communities . The ran
do m location of the neighborhoods
in relation to these s ervices ap
p eared to be a result of fortuitous
conditio ns . For example, there were
churches but no s chools in the
communities . The locatio n of the
nearest s chool and tra ding store
in a local rural village, th e agency
offices at Pine Ridge, and other
s ervices in their s pecial places
res ulted from circumstances which
were partly dictated by chance,
partly by government planning, and
partly by the distributio n of reser
vation population. There was o ver
whelming evidence, however, that
the distances did promote isolat ion
for all of the communities s ince
trans portation was very inadequate
by the standards of mo st other rural
areas o f South Dakota.
The availability of various means
o f communicatio n was us ed as an
other measure o f isolation. The re-
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sults are pre s e nted i n table 9. Tele
phones were non- e xis tent i n the
homes i n these three communi tie s ,
although there was u ndependable
telephone service to the local vil
lage which could be u s e d i n an
emergency. Radios followed the
expected pattern, i ncreasing per
centage-wi s e from the traditional to
the trans pos itional community. Tel
evision was jus t coming i nto the
area, and the number of s e ts dis 
covered was s o s mall that n o trend
was apparent. Newspapers and
magazines followed the u ni form
trend, and mail order catalogs were
available and widely u s ed by prac
tically e very family. Mail had to be
called for at the pos t office i n the
trading s tore, as there was no rural
delivery. Going to pick up the mail
provided opportuniti es for visiting
and gos sipi ng in or near the s tore,
but i n s e vere weather the oppor
tuniti e s to receive mail were s e vere
l y res tri cted.
The u s e of au tomobile s for trans 
portation to the local village or
neighboring towns was becoming
more and more e s s e ntial. Although
the percentage of familie s owning

cars was not great, the tendency to
share rides and to hire transporta
tion re sulted i n full u ti lization of the
motor vehi cles available to the com
munity. Mos t of the cars were more
than 5 years old and i n poor con
dition, and frequ e nt breakdowns
were e xpected. If expensive repairs ·
were necess ary, the old car was usu
ally abandoned i n the yard, and an
other s econd-hand au tomobile was
purchas e d.
L i m i t e d commu nication and
trans portation facilitie s did not,
however, greatly i mpede the s pread
of gos sip, rumors , and other unoffi
cial i nformation. The frequent fam
i ly visits and trips to the village
were acceptable subs titu tes for fa
ciliti e s , and direct contact provi ded
better opportunity for obs erving the
s peaker and getti ng the mes s age
more accurately. In addition, news
could be read and i nterpreted for
thos e with a language barrier. In
formation releas ed from the agency
office s , official notices, and other
news was mos t effectively s pread by
word of mouth among many of the
community res idents .
Some recomme ndations designed

Table 8. Average Distance in Miles of Families from Services

Services

Traditional
Community

4 .0
1. School ------- ----- ------ ----- --------- -------- ---- 2 . Trading Store------------------------ ------------4 .0
3. Church ----- ----------------------------- -- - --------2 .5
4. Hospital ---- ------------ - ------------ ------------- 55.0
5. Movie -------------------------------- ------------- --- 4 1.0
6. Agency Offices--- ------------------- ------------ 54.0
.6
7. Water ---------- ------------ ------ - ---- ------------8. Wood ---- --- ---- ----------------------·
--------------3 .7
Totals --------- ------- ----------- ----------------- -- 1 64 .8

Transitional Transpositional
Community
Community

8.2
8.2
4 .4
47.3
39.6
46.3
.6
2.6
152.2

5.3
5.3
5.3
54.3
42 .9
53.3
.51
2 .0
1 68.9
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Table 9. Percent of Families with Communications Available
Communications

Traditional
Community

1 . Telephone -------------- ------ ------ ----- -----------2. Radio ----------------------- ---------------------------3. Television ---------------------- -------------- --- ---4. Newspaper ------- ---- ------ ----------------------5. Magazines ------ - ------- ---- -----------------------6. Catalog ----------------------------- ------ --- ---- --- 7. Mail ------------ ---- -------- --- ---------- - -- ------- - 8. Automobile ----- - ----- ----- ------- -------- -----to reduce the isolation of the reser
vation family and community are
suggested i n the following para
graphs:
1. Essential services provided by
the government and private agen
cies might be i ntroduced more di
rectly i nto activities of the reserva
tion communities through such
techniqu es as traveli ng medical
cli nics, visiting social workers, and
direct contact by agency personnel.
2. Community organi zation activ
ities might be developed and en
couraged i n order to get local
groups to work on their social and
economic problems and to provide
an increased i nterest in commu nity
i mprovement.
3. Opportu nities for reservation
residents to travel and visit i n non
reservation areas, to exchange i deas
on a basis of equality, and to pro
mote u nderstandi ng of the reserva
tion conditions among non-Indians
could be i ncreased.
4. New services, such as rural
electrification, telephones, commu 
ni ty centers for recreation and edu
cation, water works, movie theatres,
and many others, might be made
more accessible to the communi ties.

0.0
32. 1
0.0
14. 3
21. 3
1 00.0
10 0. 0
25.0

Transitional Transpositional
Community
Community

0.0
41 .7
0.0
55. 6
50 .0
94.4
1 00.0
33.3

0.0
59. 1
4.5
59. 1
68.2
1 00.0
1 00.0
50.0

5. Educational programs de
signed to train the Indian people i n
the proper u se and maintenance of
new equipment and services could
accompany their introduction.
6. Distinctions based on Indian
and non-Indian achievements and
conditions should be avoided, be
cause dividing a group on the basis
of cultural heritage may be regard
ed as u btle discriminatory be
havior.

Acculturation of the F am ily
T he sensitive observer of traditional
Dakota culture could not help but
be impressed by the creative vital
i ty of these people. He u su ally came
to admire the u ni ty and smoothness
i n every part of the culture, and to
realize that every man was a mold
i ng force i n producing a way of life
i n which economic, social, religious,
and aesthetic values were bound
together i nto a significant whole.
These older cultural values have
been losing their validity as a re
sult of the destructive influence of
contact with Western Civilization.
T he Pi ne Ridge families have at
tempted to compromise with the
new environment, but their willing
ness to change has been m ade
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doubly difficult by the fact tha t they
have been unable to participate
. fully in the new way of l ife. Thus
they have f elt a great cultural los s
which could not be compensated by
vague promis es of a better future
life. The regretta ble thing a bout the
fading away of old Dakota values
wa s tha t they left apa thy and dis 
couragement in their place. The
Pine Ridge Indian has, a s Sapir
s ta ted it, "slipped out of the warm
embra ce of a cul ture into the cold
air of fragmenta ry existence. "34
The s ocial orga niza tion in Dakota
culture was bas ed on a rather rigid
pres cription of s ta tus es a nd roles
that res ulted from the s ys tem of kin
ship which demanded unusually
clos e a nd elabora te pers onal rela
tionships . Other s ocial institutions,
res ulting from the free ass ociation
of individuals in brotherhoods , in
s titutionalized friendships , and s e
cret "s ocieties ," were les s important
to the continuity of Dakota culture
and have largely disappeared, while
the kinship s ys tem, which is the real
bas is of s ocial orga nization, has re
ta ined a tenuous , but v ital integrity.
The importa nt contention is tha t
social change among the Pine Ridge
I ndians has been mos t s wift a nd
effective in area s uncontrolled by
kinship.
The application of the proces s of
s ocial cha nge to the Dakota family
pattern should be more fully a na
l yzed if grea ter perfection in future
changes is to become a reality. An
s wers to thes e important questions
ma y be revealing: ( 1 ) why a re new
idea s accepted by a few innovators;
( 2) how does the new idea dis s emi-

nate to other members of the com
munity; a nd ( 3) wha t modifications
result wh en the new idea is a djusted
to the pre-existing culture matrix.
Thes e three questions will be con
s idered s eparately in the following
s ections .

Innovation-Culture change res ts
fundamentally u p o n individual
lea rning of new behavior patterns .
The s timulus to lea rn may come
from the dis comfort or dis content
of the individual with his present
circums tances . As l ong as members
of the Pine Ridge communities are
satis fied with the s trong s ense of
solidarity in the fa mily group,
changes will come about slowly. It
is probably the marginal individual,
who does not sha re this s ecurity,
who will attempt to s erve a s a n in
novator. He will als o be the lea s t
effective i n influencing thos e mem
bers of the group who a re s ecure
a nd satis fied. The obvious rea s on is
tha t he is l ikely to be cons idered an
outsider, who is not interes ted in
the welfare of the kinship neighbor
hoods, but only his own pers onal
s ucces s.
With in the family groups innova
tions are mos t likely to appeal to
the younger generation, but lacking
l ea dership qualities a nd experience,
they can hope to have only slight
influence in cha nging previous gen
erations. As the older generations
fade a wa y, a nd the younger people
a s s ume their place, gradual cha nge
is effected. As a general rule the
grandparent generation is les s ac
culturated tha n the parent genera34Edward Sapir, Culture, Language and
Personality, pages 96-97.
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tion, but there are many exceptions.
Some of the grandparents speak
better English and are more widely
traveled and educated than some
members of the younger generation.
Within each group the innovators
are likely to appear as those who
are most dissatisfied. It is possible
that in some of the Pine Ridge com
munities, a member of the grand
parent generation who is unhappy,
complaining, and considered a trou
blemaker is the best person to
introduce new ideas into the family
group.
The leadership pattern in the res
ervation community may be de
scribed as permissive and, there
fore, the leader does not attempt to
coerce others into adopting a new
idea. The permissive leader does
not occupy any office or position
and does not make any conscious
effort to influence others. He is more
a leader by virtue of the influence
he exerts unintentionally on those
who respect him and follow his ex
ample. To gain this role, he must
serve the other members of the kin
ship group, helping out in times of
illness or adversity, providing finan
cial assistance to those in need, and
demonstrating generosity through
hospitality, sharing, and gift-giving.
He must also be regarded as honest
in dealing with other group mem
bers, and his actions must be con
sistent with his verbal promises. He
must strictly abide by the rules of
the group, never offend the dignity
of individuals, and honor others by
praising them. Then group mem
bers will seek him out for advice
and assistance, which must be
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workable and in the group interest,
because he has the personal quali
ties which inspire their confidence.
The leadership pattern described
in the previous paragraph is an ideal
which can no longer be fully
achieved. There is, for example,
considerable evidence that many
members of the younger generation
are unimpressed by traditional lead
ers. The differences in the older and
newer standards causes a conflict
between generations which can not
be reconciled. This conflict in
values may be aggravated by a fam
ily crisis. If a child, coming from a
broken home, has no relatives who
will take him in, he is faced with
the problem of surviving without
the usual family security. Forced to
care for himself, he may become an
aggressive non-conformist, w h o
will strive to discredit and challenge
the older leadership.

Dissemination-The fact that a
few innovators accept a new idea
may have little influence on the
group as a whole. The individual
who accepts non-Indian culture
values, leaves the reservation, and
takes up residence in the outside
world may adjust to the American
culture, but his behavior has very
minor effect upon the reservation
community. Likewise, some mem
bers of the reservation modify their
influence by assuming a dual role.
In their contacts off the reservation
they present the superficial appear
ance of adjustment to non-Indian
ways, but in their own groups are
still closely bound to the culture of
the kinship group.
The most deceiving change in the
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Pine Ridge community has been in the introduction of new traits.
their ready acceptance of American Restrictions on certain types of
material goods. The Dakotas could behavior did tend to block the
see the immediate usefulness of continuation of these practices, but
automobiles, radios, and many other it didn' t cause the Dakota to change
items of household equipment, but their attitudes and values. As new
they could accept these things practices were introduced they
without greatly changing their so would simply modify and reinter
cial values or organization. They pret them in terms of their own
were least likely to change the im value system even if the new ele
plici t values of their cultural orien ment were a duplication of already
tation embodied in family and existing practices. They were highly
kinship institutions. The use of tolerant, for example, of the Chris
material items spread rapidly to all tian marriage ceremony, but con
communities on the reservation, but tinued to practice their native
they were used in a fashion that did marriage ritual at the .same time.
n ot interfere with the continuation Difficulties were most likely to arise
i n a situation in which the custom
of pre-existing family values.
In some areas the attempts of the ary marriage ceremony was forbid
government and o t h e r outside den, but the Christian practices did
a gencies to forcibly suppress cer not spread rapidly as a substitute.
tain cultural practices have been This created a vacuum in which
countered by persistent resistance basic needs could not be satisfi ed in
among the Pine Ridge people. The a fashion acceptable to either group.
The spread of new ideas among
efforts to force change on them has
been much less effective than the the Dakotas depended in some de
relatively permissive process which g ree upon the nature of the two
allowed them to select and copy cultures. In America,n society the
those elements of Western Civiliza diversity and fragmentation of ele
tion which could easily be adopted m ents limited cultural integration,
into their culture without any major while the Dakota culture stressed
disruption of the customary prac th e incorporation of all elements
tices. The high level of sociocultural into an integrated communal organ
integration that existed in the pat ization. The latter type of culture
tern of kinship behavior made re sets up clear-cut limits on the social
sistance to forced acculturation system, and the threat of outside
much stronger than would have ideas are viewed with some fear that
been the case in a culture which their acceptance may destroy the
was not so tightly organized and highly valued social structure. Thus
some tribal groups resisted any
permitted more individualism.
Enforced culture change was basic change in the structure of their
more apparent in the inhibition of kinship pattern fearing the destruc
customary practices such as plural tion of their whole way of life.
The conditions of cultural contact
marriages and the Sun Dance th an
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whi ch typified I ndian-White rela
ti ons were also important to this
complicated process of dissemina
tion of new i deas. The persistent
Anglo-American attitude of superi
ority and dominance over the I ndi
ans was historically derived from
Puri tan Colonialism and was strong
enough to cause the frontiersman
to discredi t any other cultural heri
tage. These i nflexible attitudes
caused a definite feeling of un
friendliness and antagoni sm be
tween the two group , and pre
vented the formation of a "large
mixed I ndian - W hi te population
which would provide cultural mod
els and reference groups along the
continuum of acculturation for the
conservative nuclei still living i n the
native-oriented I ndian communi
ties. "35
The utility and compatibility of
new culture trai ts in the Dakota cul
ture and the desi re of members for
prestige and new experience were
other factors influenci ng the dis
semination of culture elements.
Prestige and novelty were extreme
ly i mportant during the early stages,
but as time passed and the new be
came commonplace, the borrowed
trai t had to i ncreasingly stand or
fall on i ts own merits. In any case,
the Dakota I ndians have found the
path to full acculturation confusing
and frustrating because they were
faced with change that the same
time were novel, useful, and yet de
structive of older value . They were
expected to make a sudden leap i n
to the unknown. They were ex
pected to earn a posi tion of full
i ntegration into American society
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by people whose attitudes would
deny them any posi tion of social
equali ty.

Modification- Culture change i n
the Pine Ri dge community has
gradually brought the reservation
population i ncreasing i nvolvement
with the American sociocultural
system. I n such important areas as
education, government, economics,
and religion they have adopted a
large number of non-Indian cul
tural elements. In many cases they
have modified the form and mean
ing of new trai ts in order to make
them more acceptable, and in times
of crisis are likely to abandon them
i n favor of the time proven prac
tices.
Attitudes toward acceptance of
new i deas were i llustrated i n the
early educational efforts on the res
ervation. The Pine Ridge children
attending government schools were
likely to be either resentful and in
corrigible or compliant and ingra
tiating. I n both cases the children
preserved somethi ng of their for
mer character and traditi on. They
had the tacit approval of their par
ents to avoid the educational proc
ess, or to modify what they learned
to the extent that i t could be readily
accepted i n their extended family
group. I n Dakota society the chil
dren had a generali zed model in the
whole group of passively resisti ng
adults to i mi tate. The young people
did not have to be reprimanded or
i nstructed, they were keen observ
ers of their parents. They soon per-

85Evan J. Vogt, "The Acculturation of
American Indians," The Annals, 31 1
( May 1957 ) , page 144.
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ceived that the expected attitudes
were an overt appearance of con
formity and a covert retention of
familiar patterns and life values
definitely opposing complete as
sumption of c e r t a i n American
values.
To the individual coming from
Dakota culture, the traits of a soci
ety, which appeared to possess a
welter of meaningless uncoordi
nated practices and beliefs, were
appealing only if they could be
found to have some meaning and
usefulness to the individual in terms
of his established way of life. Thus
education could only be a success
ful agent of social change if consid
eration were given to the degree
and kind of modification undergone
by any new culture trait introduced
through the educational process.
The use of the English language in
the Pine Ridge communities illus
trates the change in form and mean
ing of culture traits. There are, for
example, communication difficulties
in the English language based on
the different meanings of words to
Indians and non-Indians. In some
cases the English forms have actu
ally been changed to satisfy the
need for expressing an idea that is
unique in the culture of the con
temporary Pine Ridge community.
In other areas additional vi
dence of modification can be found.
The Ghost Dance contained a num
ber of the elements of Christian re
ligion changed slightly to fit into
the current traditions. The ration
alization for this apparently contra
dictory religious system has been

suggested in the following quota
tion :
Since the people were happy and
contented in the old days when they
had a particular culture in a particu
lar environment, it is felt that a
return to the culture will, in some
way, re-establish the total original
configuration. At the same time, it
is significant that such movements
always retain enough touch with
reality not to imply a complete re
turn to the earlier conditions. Those
elements of the current culture
which are obviously superior to
their earlier equivalents will be
miraculously preserved. Thus in the
Ghost Dance the millennium was
to leave the Indians still in posses
sion of rifles and metal cooking pots
and, in some versions, of the White
men's houses and stock.36

The main problem of the Dakota
people in making the necessary
adaptations and modifications was
the constantly shifting policies of
the federal government. In any gen
eration a man might be expected to
change his major interest, occupa
tion, and place of residence a num
ber of times. Just as soon as he was
about to achieve a degree of suc
cessful adjustment to one govern
ment policy, a new one was sug
gested, and the whole effort was
wasted. After a few disappoint
ments he simply gave up the effort
and lapsed into apathy toward any
new suggestion.
The general goal of the accultura
tion process would seem to be to
change the standards of family in
stitutions in order to increase the
36

Ralph Linton, Acculturation in Seven
American Indian Tribes, pages 518-519.
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opportu nities for i ndividuals to
more easily and fully as simi late
American i de as . However, this goal
shou ld be te mpered by two major
consi derations . F i r s t, practices
s h ou ld not be s tamped out. For
many the y are the only pos si ble
way, and without them life becomes
meaningles s and tragic. Second, acculturation s h ou ld be a two-way
proce s s . The bes t of Dakota cultu re
could raise the level of American
i ns ti tuti ons and the virtues of i ndivi du als . T h e recomme ndations
which are prese nted here are sugge s ted on the basis of this qu alified
goal.
1. The u nity of the ki ns hip neighborhood shou ld not be des troyed,
si nce it i s the mos t vi tal force on the
re servation i n keepi ng conflict at a
mi ni mu m, preserving a value s ys tern that gives meaning to life, and
preventing incre ased i ndivi du al dis organization.
2. Permi s si ve change s i ncrease as
opportunities are greater, and are
more humane and reas onable th an
enforced changes which lead to resis tance and apathy. The latter
te nds t o des troy old values and i s
the negative proce s s , whi le the
former i s the posi tive proces s of i ntroducing new i deas which e nrich
the culture .
3. Effective i nformal leaders hi p
in the Pine Ridge community appears to be available for the i ntroduction of new i deas , bu t the leaders cannot be coerced and they cannot coerce their people. The y mu s t
be s ou gh t ou t and convinced th at
efforts directed toward such goals
as i mprovements in levels of living
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are de sirable for the welfare of the
family group.
4. Nonconformi ty i n s ome i ndi
vi du als appears to be a necessary
noncomi tant of i nnovati on, and i f it
does not seri ou s ly i nterfere with
other es se nti al values , may be e n
couraged and protected i n accord
ance wi th a reas onable degree of
individual freedom.
5. Childhood edu cation i s u n
ques tionably the mos t powerful
force for change, if i t i s used to
reconcile and facili tate the ex
change of traits betwee n the two
culture s ys tems . To accomplis h thi s
purpose the curricu lu m of non- Indian s ch ools mi gh t i nclude an ex
tensi ve program for te aching the
childre n to u nders tand and appre
ciate the culture values of the Amer
i can Indi an.
6 . Adult edu cation programs are
only a little les s i mport ant th an
pu blic sch ools in providing opportunities to the Pine Ridge people
and their childre n. Ch anges are dif
ficu lt enough to keep u p with when
i ndividu als are full members of
modern American s ociety, but whe n
the y h ave the additional h andicap
of starti ng from a different culhual
leve l, the e du cati on mu s t be exte nd
ed beyond the minimu m in order to
make it pos sible for others than a
few exceptional people to accept
gracefully a new culture pattern.
Additional s tu dy of the following
recommendations would appear de
sirable :
1. Social equality might be pro
vided to the Pine Ridge people i n all
of their non - reservati on experi
ence s . While people's atti tu de s can-
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not be eas ily changed, equ al em
p loym ent and legal rights can be
provided, and ass ociation and u n
ders tanding may reduce attitudes
of hos tility.

2. Policies of the federal govern
ment m ight be m ore cons istent and
p erm iss ive. 0 v e r - adminis tration
and control of I ndian affairs are as
detrimental as complete neglect.
Continuation and improvement of
commu nity s ervices are essential,
but the guiding principles of free
dom and s elf-determ ination s hould

be followed in the p rovis ion of
s ervices .

3. Pres ervation of the res ervation
way of life will continue and ass im
ilation will be res is ted, but con
vers ely the Dakota culture will be
modified by adjus tment to change.
It s hould be a m ajor purpos e of all
programs and s ervices to perm it the
Pine Ridge people to offer their dis 
tinctive contribution to America
while integrating their s ocial pat
terns into the life of the larger
s ociety.
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